Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah:
As I sit here and write this letter its hard to believe that another fun filled summer
has come to a close. A lot of people worked very hard in order to make this yearbook
happen and I would like to apologize now for anyone I may have forgotten. Firstly, I
would like to express my hacoras hatov to Hashem for his ever lasting kindness.
I would like to thank our director, Meir Frishman for his countless hours that he devotes
to camp to make our summer the best it can be.
Our head counselor Rabbi Kaufman for making Camp Agudah the Ruach filled place that
it is and for his Shaychos
Rabbi Karfiol, thank you for the censorship of the yearbook it would have been a
different yearbook with out you.
Rabbi Wolf, thank you for the time you gave me with all the questions (even if it all just
comes down to the same thing).
Rabbi Lichtman, thank you for hours of fun and sorry about the comedy skit.
Rabbi Zucker, Rabbi Schilet and Rabbi Niman, Thank you for everything! Hours of fun ;)
Mrs. Rand, thank you for all your computer help, sorry for making your life so difficult.
Eli Serebrowski, Sholom Lerner, thank you for taking time out of your busy hatzalah
schedule to provide all those hours of technical assistants.
Thank you to all the counselors for handing in your articles on time and for helping to
type them.
Thanks to Chaki and all the waiters for all your help getting me food throughout the
summer  Special thanks to Speigel for the pastrami every week!
Yonah Kaplowitz, thank you for being from Queens and for always being there for me.
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in
whatever it was that you may have done.
Pinny Faska

August 24, 2009
Dear Campers and Staff,
The cliché, "The summer flew by so fast ....where did it go," applied more than ever to summer
‘09. The fast pace of the days and nights only goes to emphasize the good times that were shared
by all, despite the rainy weather, Boruch Hashem!
Making camp run, however, is by no means a one man show. As RUACH COUNTRY gets
bigger (and I get older, B”H), the team approach becomes more and more important and
necessary. It requires working with many people throughout the year, not just during the eight
weeks of the summer and I would like to personally give them all a great big, well deserved
,yasher koach; Rabbis: Belsky, Feifer, Finkelman, Feuer, Duvie Frischman, Halbertal, Karfiol,
Katzenstein, Avrohom Moshe Kaufman, Neiman, Nusbaum, Pearl, Taub and Wolf. The
wonderful team of Sruly, Rechi and Yehuda Schwebel. Thanks to Mrs. Kaufman and Mrs. Aviva
Parnes. And to a very special group of learning Rebbeim, this year for the first time in 27 years,
headed by the new team of Rabbis Feuer and Nusbaum .Thanks also to our very organized and
dependable transportation coordinator, Chesky and his reliable “crew”, Ephraim (Whisky),
Yanky, Gershon and YY Hirsch, the great Counselors ,J.C.’s, Life Guards, Specialties, Waiters
Junior Staff and office crew, Elisha Gottdiner, Aron Zusha Wolf. As well as the Machane
Ephraim Head Counselors, Eli and Tuvia.
The prime movers behind Camp Agudah, who work closest with me throughout the year, Rabbis
Simcha Kaufman and Motty Karfiol. Their year-round devotion is extraordinary and visible each
and every day. Rabbi Kaufman has become Camp Agudah’s Neshomo Yesairah every Shabbos,
giving his legendary Shabbos Droshos which are all meaningful masterpieces of ingenuity and
creativity and are enjoyed by campers and staff members of all ages, myself included. In the
Z'chus of their harbatzas Torah b'rabim, may they and their dear Rebbetzins, who share in this
great mitzvah, be zocheh to see continued simchos and nachas from their families.
After thirty three years she still brings creativity and "good cheer" to everything she does. Mrs.
Zahava Lankry's willingness to make each meal exciting and delicious is evident day in and day
out. May she and Rabbi Lankry be zocheh to nachas from their children and grandchildren, mit
gezunt.
I must also give special thanks to Henchi and Pearl, who keep me organized all year round. I am
truly fortunate and grateful to work with them and I thank them from the bottom of my heart for
their continuous and dependable dedication – and I know it’s getting harder and harder as the
years go by. Fitting in perfectly with this “A” team is Aidee Richman and Mrs. Brustowsky, who
make some of the paper-work bearable ... thank you.
In his quiet and unassuming manner, he always gets the job done right .... the first time. As the
true ben torah he is, Reb Shimon’s 24/7 job never got in the way of his finding time to spend in
the bais medrash. I am eternally grateful to him for making my job much, much easier and for
setting the bar higher every year. Thanks you to his dedicated crew, Yehuda and Yossi (who we
still consider to be on loan to Camp Bnos), Shmulie, Shlomie, Tzvi, Shiya, and our all ‘round
what-ever-you-need, in any dialect, Yaakov Kaplan and, of course our always on the job life
saver, Eli Serebrowski.
Last, but not least, mega thanks to my "Ashes Chayl", Chanie, h j,a who besides putting up
with me and my schedule, always finds the time to be available and helpful, despite her own very
busy personal schedule.
It's now time to close. Again, many thanks to all, especially the campers for making this season a
phenomenal success. vcuy vnh,ju vch,f
Sincerely,

Meir Frischman
Director

SIGHTLINES

by Meir Frischman

CHINUCH IN GREENER PASTURES
It isn’t often that a solution engineered
decades ago for a specific set of
circumstances still holds firm for a new
generation with its own individualized
challenges. But when the solution has
been engineered by gedolim, its long-term
suitability should come as no surprise.
Years ago, when summer camps were
originally founded at the behest of our
gedolim, they were intended to combat
the challenges posed by the loose summer
schedule that wasted many precious hours
and days, even as it presented various
tzniyus issues. In an innovative move, the
school day that was traditionally divided
between limudei kodesh and limudei chol
would now be transplanted from the brick
schoolhouse to the wooden camp cabin.
And from the 1940s to this day, the
yeshivos found their mate, their partner in
chinuch. In the mountainous environment,
a child was guaranteed that he could move
from davening to diving, from bentshing to
bed without ever seeing a TV or computer
screen. The schedule would outrace the kids
and as the Holy Kotzker, ztz”l, put it: “They
won’t sin — they won’t have the time!”
Commenting on the not-so-mystifying
aliyos that many bochurim enjoyed in the
mountains, Rabbi Dr. Yaakov Greenwald,
a renowned talmid chacham who founded
and directed the outstanding Camp KolRee-Nah, once remarked: “Concrete can
be a chatzitzah [block to spiritual growth]
while trees are not.” A noted maggid
shiur and former camp learning director
explained the phenomenon this way: “A
yeshivah classroom is the lecture hall, the
campgrounds is the laboratory.” He quoted
the great mashgiach Rav Wolbe, ztz”l,
telling him at a Torah Umesorah convention
that certain lessons in character and middos
can sometimes be better learned on a
baseball field than from behind a school
desk. While in a mussar shmuess you can
preach fairness, honesty, and respect for
others, on the playing field you can live it.
t

The challenges faced by our children
are much more daunting than those faced
by the youth of the 1940s. The economic
crunch has forced parents into longer
work hours, leaving many children
disturbingly under-supervised. Stunning
advances in technology are laced
with attendant perils that compromise
kedushas Yisrael. Parents find themselves
clueless when it comes to combating
the very dangers that they themselves
introduced into their homes.
Several figures in the yeshivah world
have begun exploring a tentative solution
to the challenges posed by the summer
months: extending the school semester
into the summer, ensuring that our students
will be contained within their usual
rigid structure and routine. While wellintentioned, this solution overlooks the
unique opportunities that summer camps
alone can provide. Simply extending the
school semester cannot reproduce the
benefits of the camp experience, and many
children stand to lose in the long run if they
are forced into yet additional weeks of the
school experience.
While schools do their admirable
best to enforce, outlaw, and stamp
out problematic situations, camps by
definition remove children from the
problems that cannot be removed from
them. Campers are transported into a
pristine environment where many of the
city’s pollutants simply aren’t present.
No internet, no wi-fi, no texting, no
videos; instead, campers are surrounded
by music that reminds us who we are and
where we come from and glatt-kosher
entertainment that elevates the soul. This
is chinuch at its “greenest.”
On a more individual basis, the
talmid(ah) who “doesn’t quite make
it” in the standard structure of the daily
yeshivah and Bais Yaakov curriculum
might begin to slip between the cracks
of the school system. In many such
cases, camp provides a safety net. In the

camp environment, there exist additional
less-text-based areas for achievement.
Children can discover yet untapped and
still submerged gifts and talents in new
arenas of success. Self-discovery and
a sense of fulfillment often become a
new basis and foundation on which to
build for the upcoming school year. And
how can one evaluate the value to one’s
neshamah of living four or eight weeks
without seeing chillul Shabbos.
Of course, camp also offers a
desperately needed retreat and respite for
those children whose home environment
is marked by domestic strife and stress.
The “not-so-easy” child who invariably
upsets the home equilibrium gives his
family a much needed vacation as well.
Our gedolim, then and now, recognized
the yeshivos’ and Bais Yaakovs’ need
for a junior partner as they demanded
an escape from the unseemly treif city
streets and the pritzus found even in our
frum neighborhoods. In the days when the
world was a safer place, they saw the need
to nestle our youth far from those long
hot “city summer streets.” We can only
imagine that today they would embrace
and invigorate this chinuch partner/
provider that they helped create.
Yes, the camps have grown, even as
the world shed all pretenses at decency.
As davening, learning, masmidim and
night sedorim envelope the activities
in a cloak of chinuch, the vital role that
camps play in the life of yeshivos and
Bais Yaakovs cannot be exaggerated. In
their role as a yearly complement to the
yeshivos, they have come to be virtually
indispensable. n
Meir Frischman has served as director
of Agudath Israel of America’s camping
division since 1976. He is the founder
and director of the Association of Jewish
Camp Operators and former member of
the New York State Camp Safety Advisory
Council.

Sightlines is an op-ed column, and the opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the editorial views of Mishpacha.
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From the desk of… Rabbi Kaufman
Head Counselor Camp Agudah

Wow! How quickly the summer went by at Camp Agudah, Ruach
Country- a home away from home, a yeshiva away from yeshiva. It’s time my
dear campers; here we felt very comfortable living together with achdus and
shalom. Here in our Machane Kadosh we lived and practiced torah 24 hours a
day. We truly fulfilled B’chol D’rachecha De’ehu. As you pack your clothing,
pack in all the wonderful middos tovos and hanhagos tovos that you practiced
here. Be proud that you are a Ruach Country boy. Let people recognize a
true Camp Agudah boy. Wishing you all a K’siva Vachasima Tova,
Bracha V’hatzlacha,
Until next year in Yerushalayim
Your Head Counselor,

Rabbi Kaufman

Dear Chashuva Campers of Camp Agudah Ruach Country,

Wow, what a summer it has been. As we said on the onset the ruach that we are
referring to, is the ruach of Torah .All that we do throughout the day in camp is infused
with the awesome power of Limud Ha’Torah. We are benched with a staff of very
dedicated Rabbeim who instilled each Bachur with a great Chaishek and Ahavas
Ha’Torah. The Shiurim contributed to a very successful summer Z’man. The climax of
the summer was the Grand Bechina. In three short days hundreds of boys learned Sugyos
in Yoreh Deah. The Nachas that was felt by all of us here in camp is just a taste of the
nachas that Hakadosh Boruch Hu “Shepted” as he saw an awesome showing of Ameilus
Ba’Torah. Of course we thank Rabbi Meir Frischman who’s love of Torah makes the
learning in camp unparallel in the mountains! He together with the Head Staff lead by
Rabbi Kaufman allowed the learning Sedurim to operate smoothly. R’ Shimon Newmark
made it all happen logistically, and Rabbi Elbaz di graphics (and of course Yitzi
Lebowitz – without you…uh oh…) our great chefs at our Rabbeim Dinner were Pinny
Faska and Shmuly Hirsch! Mrs. Lankry And Rabbi Schwebel thanks for your dedication
for our new raffles, it was delicious! Mrs. Rand without we could not have done it
without you! And of course we thank Hakadosh Boruch Hu for the incredible Siatah
Dishmaya in all our endeavors!

R’ Feuer

R’ Nussbaum

Avrohom Natan Gurwitz –CCShlomo Baruch Pollak –CCYechiel Smilow –CCChaim Mordechai FeiferMoshe FriedmanMoshe GoodmanBentzion GreenbergerYehuda NusbaumDovid OrlanderMoshe Nechemia SchiffAvigdor WolfAharon Tzvi ZobermanMoshe KrautSruly BatalionChaim, Yehuda, YumiYossi TepferShimshy BrecherChaim Yerucham Giteles-

administrating the best first aid
the best bbq’s ever
too many things to mention
great sportsmanship
being the best person to give a piggyback ride to
always smiling and being in a happy mood
only eating peanut butter, jelly, and margarine
sandwiches
always holding onto………………. his can of soda
showing up to activities and meals
always doing something other than the activity
being the star of the team, Avigdaaaahhh
always listening and telling us how they do it in Bnos
remembering to go to sleep
never giving Nati food and for pulling his towel
making it an awesome and pumping summer
being on the basketball team (almost)
being a chiller and for his freezer
“finding” my pen and being a great friend SBP. Thank you so much for taitsheeee, hypnotizing, bending
quarters (especially when im there), the phone, being a chosson I cant wait for the chassana!!!!!!, being a
ref in volleyball(yes two at the same time is one), being the greatest actor, and friend. Yechiel
Koby Metchikthe best badadadadadams
Aron Shleifsteinalways being there for Nati and you’re welcome for the twenty bucks
Kizelniksettling down
R’ Elya Kaufmanbeing the greatest mentor and friend
R’ Halbertalthe only one willing to listen to the choizer
R’ Schoorbeing the best rabbi and chiller in Agudah’s history
R’ Yaraslovitzfor sharing your “BRISKER” torah and helping us with the shver
Yossi, Kalman, Dovid, Aron Daniel, Eliezer, Thanks for the best off day ever!!!!!!!!!!!

June 30th
First day of camp!!!
Lots of rain - Pumping dining room!!

Imagine if______ was a book what would the title be
Eliezer Frischman –CCYochanan Karman –CCMoshe Kraut –CC-

If only I was related to Meir
1000 ways to get 36 hrs. Sleep in a 24 hr. day
How to be world’s nicest guy

Mordechai Basch
Yehuda Braunstein
Aharon Elbaz
Elozor Frischman
Mordechai Frischman
Avi Galinsky
Chaim Halbertal
Aryeh Jurkowitz
Elisha Kerstein
Moshe Aharon
Moshe Pearl
Elazar Menachem Schwebel
Yosef “joz” Joselit
Nachum “caps” caplan
Tzvi “zazu” Zazulia

oh how I hate sports
What Its like in camp Agudah
how to catch frogs
how to be bunks loudest kid
how to find more toys in zaidy’s toy box
what are the best soups in town
sports is the word
No not swimming again
how to put a smile on everybody’s face
Lax it’s all about moshe aharon
how to get best in bunk
how to be bunk 32 best friend
world’s worst doorknob
how to get “your” wish
worlds best EMT

July 1st
First full day of camp
Staff unveils new / old t-shirts

Uziel Kalman Katlowitz –CCDovid Ordentlich –CCEphraim Skolnik –CC-

will still be whipping people with his moustache
will be 64 and a half
will still be holding on to a sinking ship

Menachem FederYehuda Leib FeiferAvraham FriedmanShlomo GhooriTzvi Yehuda JoselitShaul Chaim KaufmanMeir Simcha LichtmanEzriel ScheinerYehuda Leib StefanskyChaim Yerucham Fishel Gitelis-

will still be getting something from the canteen
will still be running around in the rain
will still be acting
will still be drinking diet Pepsi
will be a dentist
will still be with Meir Simcha
will still be with Shaul Chaim
will still be reading books and rebuking his counselors
will still be looking for his cards
will still be screaming “Tatty No!”

July 2nd
Big Concert!!
Shia Rubenstein comes to camp!!

Muttie Kohn –CC-

chavrusas… needed a real off day… amp…to go buy ear plugs… buy some more hats… cuz there was a
trip…
Yeshaya Rosner –CCSegway…banana boating…Luxor x3…Muttie’s hammock…the stress of moving in and out of the cubicle
…Muttie’s (?music?) noise …C.N.A.Y.R.G.K.O.S.Z.R.O.P.
Eli David brought
stewarts to the bunk (ask your bro)
Yitzchok Frischman
didn’t have a darchei bunk first half
Mordy Gelbard
doesn’t have milk with his honeycomb…drank up all the Snapple in camp agudah
Nosson Boruch Halbertal
slept in his bungalow
Pinchos Jurkowitz
needed to get hot sauce
Yitzchok Tzvi Knobel
was using his mp3 too much
Shloimy Levitansky
was with Zev Nooson
Shmuli Muchnik
wanted to go to the Staten Island Yankees instead of the B-Mets
Kalman Sussman
didn’t like “HI MUTTIE”
Yossi Wax
He lost Rag
Yackov Feivelson
came to visit second half
Yehuda Reach
K.O.ed Muttie at the boxing match
Efraim Kramer
needed his kokush from cake center
Yackov Leib
David was still sleepping on the porch
Dovid Neiman
switched beds and wrote a letter to Peter
Mendel Landinsky
batted for Veretsky
Tzvi Leiberman
was there
Naftoli Pilchek
needed a shirt from Perry Ellis shirt
Cheski Berman
(S) didn’t get Shaya to put his foot down(M)was never off
Tzviki Cohenchoir x2 and solo
Ezzy & Nissun –
was on THE
Rosner & Kohn JRknew where bunk aleph was
Getzelneeded a bed
Eitan KatzMizmor Shuir
Loweydidn’t do it
Guys we had an awesome summer keep it up….don’t forget call once a month and October 4 th
M.K. 347-668-1460 S.R. 347-893-9746

July 3rd
Brand New Raffle Unvailed! Special Green Tickets!
Rabbi Kaufman gives great Friday night story!

Chesky Berman –CCYisroel Lowenthal –CC-

All the food in the dining room would end up on our table
They would’ve had the cubicle the whole summer

Yaakov Tzvi Biderman
Tzviki Cohen
Tuvi Eichorn
Aaron Feinstein
Eliyahu Tzvi Feinstein
Ezzi Gruen
Tevel Herbstman
Nissim Avrohom Katlowitz
Yosef Chaim Kerstien
Yitzchak King
Dovi Kornbluth
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Yaakov Mitnick
Shragi Schorr
Yehuda Aryeh Schuster
Shimon Schuster
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
Yehuda Viener
Yossi Wiederman
Shlomo Moshe Fixler
Heshy Kroizer

R’ Matisyahu would get plenty of rest
Camp wouldn’t need a shower- house
Turner Field would be mobbed
Camp would go bankrupt on ketchup
Agudah’s baseball team would never lose a game
AMK would never worry about workers for the canteen
Tintin’s for everyone!!
Ari Feinstein would have a lot more best friends
Camp would be empty for 6 weeks
Kedusha would be on wheels
We would never have to worry about a grill for a bbq
Camp would go bankrupt on mishnyos prizes
There would never be enough franks at the bbq
The B- Mets would run out of balls
Laundry delivery would be free to all bunks
Stock in Taleisim would skyrocket
Counselors would get a lot of white hair
Censored
Curfew would have to be extended
We would get sick of Riesman’s
There would be no JC’s in camp

July 4th
First Melava Malka of the season!!


Yaakov Abramczyk –CC-

will still be the same grouch , hogging the sinks, talking in the morning, ect…
P.S. thanks for taking the cubicle
Menachem Neuberger –CC- will be in his bungalow enjoying every moment being bored!! P.s. so will avraham
nosson be
Duvie BronsteinNisan FetmanYehuda HagerAkiva Yosef KoltaiElchanan KroizerEliyahu MerensteinAvromy SchronAri WeingartenYossi DachsYitzi LubinKalman BrecherReuven PearlYaakov SprecherBaruch Shapiro-

will be in the major leagues
will still be saying “oh no you din’t”
will still be searching for his socks
will still be Hagers best buddy
will have no voice left
will be known in camp as “Elmer”
will be part of the Highland Park Hatzoloh Unit (I think you will need the next size
shirt)
will still be on his Nintendo DS
censored!!!!!!!!!!!!!! And still be begging for another off day
will still be sleeping
will be giving his own geshmaker shiur (and still be clogging the fridge)
won’t be head lifeguard because he cuts too much
will still be counting his tips-nahh it’s beneath you
will have his driveways extended

July 5th
Anti Youth Corps. Protest!
Neighborhood Day Breakout!

Avi Heineman –CCChaim Herbstman –CC-

Michael Cohen Naftoli MilesMordechai Binyomin PhelpsDovid ReichmanDovid SchorrMoshe Ezriel SchwartzShmuel ShmayaDovid Yossef SoufianShmuel Yechezkel SternAvrohom WaxGedalia DiamondBaruch RosenbergChaim GlicherKizzy Sr.Kizzy Jr.Menachem TepperMendel Peter SpiegelDovid AckermanShmulie HirschBunk Daled

would STILL wear only Brooks Brothers and would STILL give out cold cuts to half of camp
(Veal for the special people only)
will not complain on a off day

would jump over the shower house in crocs while laughing his head off
would eat spinach and peanuts on his raspberry prune flavored pizza
would be the starting mascot of the Philadelphia Laundromats
would start as goalie for the Japanese lacrosse team
would climb telephone poles in Kalamazoo while eating tuna fish pretzels
would stay in camp the whole half to clean the golf carts on Wednesdays so he can drive to
Rechavia to eat shwarma
would cook frog and salamander flavored hot dogs
would go hunting for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich and would leave it open in the fridge
would collect sunflower seeds for Lev Le’achim during the grand sing
would sell game boys while riding on an atv playing basketball in his backyard against the
Antartican All Stars
would actually do something on his off days other than sleep
See you in the new
and improved T.V.!!
would keep himself involved in this planet only Enjoy Camp Darchei!!! No all-nighters!!! It’s not
the T.V. Derm!!!
would have more wake hours than sleep. Nah! Forget that, it’s not possible! Hatzlocha in Deal!!!
would buy his own cold cuts and make his own sandwich “PINTO”
would play basketball on Agudah’s “real” team “RUSTBUCKETS”
random…..random…..random…..random…… “Settle Down”
would actually hook us up-not just Kizzy and would be head waiter. Stop scratching! See you in
The Derm!!!!
would wake up before revile
Thanx for the title!!! HERRING!! ULTRA SHTICK!!
would not have a yearbook title!!

July 6th
Neighborhood day!!
…and the winner is Flatbush!!

Gedalia Diamond –CCYosef Joselit –CC-

doesn’t do anything on his off day
is in philly, and eat avocodo

Netanel David
Aaron Feivelson
Yoel Fingerer
Yakov Gelb
Chaim Yehuda Ghoori
Elimelch Gurwitz
Yeshaya Dovid Heller
Dovid Yehuda Katz
Shrage Lasdun
Pinchos Neiman
Chaim Rogin
Aaron Stefansky
Aryeh Leib Vinitsky
Chaim Herbstman
Simcha Braunstein
Shimon David
Chaim Gellis
Shmully Gluck
Eli Goldberg
Yuki Senderovich
Eli Shapiro
Ari Slomovic
Shalom Fishman
Yochi Karman
Elazar Frischman
Yeruchem Klien
Yitzchok & Nachum Caplan

lost his met cap
always comes on time to line up
missed a day of camp
doesn’t have a tintin game on his DS
doesn’t sleep in the bunk
last name is not NATI
is always green
climbs down his ladder with his left foot first
doesn’t wash before kiddush
doesn’t become a photographer
see shrage lasdun
is not in philly
wears a paper yarmulka
is on the team
is always asleep on time
never gets involved in fights
got best in bunk
is always on time to line up
always swept the bunk
has such a long last name
didn’t stay both halves
is the best pitcher in the grade
always has a smile
isn’t a camper
tells campers that they sleepwalk
only has one word in his vocabulary [doorknob]
are not twins

July 7th
Wheel of Fortune night activity!

Kobe Metchik –CCMoshe Gershon Kramer –CC-

Will throw away all his Red Sox shirts, sweatshirts, and caps
Will be the laziest person in CAMP AGUDAH

Abie Frischman-

Will be playing goalie for the bahston bruins with a gartel around his pads and will be as big a
macher as his brother is
Avraham Yosef Gross
Will move back to Boston and open a pajama store right outside Fenway
Yosef HaltonMr. BIB (Best in Bunk) will stop smiling and will start acting like a 5 th grader
Yehuda Leib HoffmanWill own a pair of glasses with a piece on each side
Aryeh Leib KalosWill still be from out of town
Efraim KleckyWill still be from florida
Pini NussbaumWill be a insect lover
Yitzchok Aryeh(Ruby) SchronWill still be a little Chaim Berlin hocker (it’s all in the shtultz)
Shmuli SilberWill finally want to have another counselor, but then switch back to my bunk
Moshe Dovid SternWill be the same
Michael TahanWill find a place for his yellow bag
Nati GurwitzWill miss a shot, scream at a ref, throw a chair, and stop drinking soda (no matter how free it is)
Chanoch GlicherWill be just like me
Aaron FeivelsonWill be getting drunk on chacklet milk in his floating living room
7th grade hockers including KrasnowWill finally realize that Boston kicks Far Rockaway-BAMBADABATADUM!!!
Eliyahu Rossman(Monsey chiller) Will grease out and move to Lakewood but still sell Monsey real estate on EBay(nice big house with a pool in back)
Chaim TeitzWill still be that cute little kid in the button down shirt
Yehudah GoldWill be pumping away with Avraham Friedman in Aleph-Aleph!!
Aaron SchilitWill be a professional sweat trouser cutter-RANDOM!!
Tzadikel Shimshy BrecherWill still be running the 2:00 am Friday Shoprite shift
YM Nathan, Manny Hartman,Tepfer,Lazy and Neuman- Will still be begging R’ Karfioul to be in my bunk
Bunks Vov and ZayinWill be a little closer to figuring out who put stickers on their face at 2 in
the morning-Hint Hint!!
Jack KaplanWill have made 2 million killing skunks at $50 a skunk
Rabbi LichtmanWill get so tired of hearing from me that he’ll switch to verizon
KalWill still make me laugh
All my first and second half js’- Will learn how to put up with me

July 8th
Pumping basketball game against Rayim!

Moshe Feivelson –CCNesanel Halbertal –JCShloime AberbachZevi CensorShragi DrillickBinyomin GewirtzMoshie HamburgerAaron HerzbergChesky JaskiYisroel Eliezer KatzShmuli KrigerAvrumi ShalitzkyYehuda SolnyChaim TeitzSholom Mordechai KrohnChanoch GlicherTuli AbramczykMeir EizigMoshe LichtmanJack RosenbergAron SternShlomo Becker and Aaron SchilitAmiel ChicheporticheMenachem TepperYoel BecherAlexander Herbstman-

what do you mean if, he’s always sleeping. (Kudos- baseball team, politics, costumes, Chanoch-sabbah,
orange yes u pesach, Lakewood east, yeshivish, Good morning Avi Taub!!!)
would be doing triangle pushups while curling double his weight. (he’s ripped!!!)
would do a great job as counselor, while playing gameboy, screaming for CHULENT & being leibedig. (can I
play!!!)
would still be reading Eastbay and his new Anthony Horowitz book. (good going in the Grand Bechina- #1 ha
ha
would be stealing all of Nesanel’s caps (see Shmuli Kriger).
would still be getting stuff from his brother & won’t keep his window open even an inch.
would be raiding his cubicle while screaming about how much he needs night canteen. (p.s. sick shortstop!)
would be talking about his bed bugs and learning mishnayos.
Censored- Kosher lines will be published in 2010. (BIB!!!)
would be the most geshmake guy in camp. (uh!- he is already)
would be taking Nesanel’s caps from Shragi and hiding them.
would be screaming that everyone should be quiet so he can continue sleeping 5 minutes before lineup.
would try to wake him up with Shluffy Bokervekers “Good morning camp RRRRRRoooommimuuuuuu”!
would sneak over to mechina to find his brother and go to Bnos.
would be the first to get up in the morning and will finish everyone else’s Mishnayos to get a BBQ .
would still have blown away camp with his debut 3 nights in a row, Sabbah thought u were great, Amram
wants to low up to and go Orange. (C u in Israel)
would still be the best leader in camp(I’yh many more)
would still be the most chashuve shabbos guest.
would take over and be the best jc in agudah history!!
would talk and talk and talk and talk and talk some more.
would finally get back his Tintin. (sorry!)
chances are their sleeping too.
would learn more English while being head chiller in camp.
would be more random than ever. (G.S. ask Zucker)
would still be fighting with Jaski. (Man that toothpaste.)
would move his bed to the back of the bunk and sleep in peace.

July 9th
Fast Day

Yechiel Shimon Aharonof –CCSimcha Lieberman –JCMordechai Rupp-

will finally be on time
will finally be late
will finally understand the meaning of being a JC

Eliezer BergerAvrohom ElbazZachary Asher GhatanYechiel Ginsburg-

brings kugal for the whole bunk
will stop singing
will forget to feed his Crayfish
will admit (even though he know it’s time) that Camp Agudah is better
than Romimu
will be in charge of his league team
will not be best in sports
will not know something
will stop riding his bike
will finally be with his own bunk
will be able to fold his tallis before the end of Aleinu
will get different style glasses than Simcha
will finally get along with the other Mordichai
will stop being a Yankee fan
will not have to take a shower when everyone else has to
will not be best in bunk
will finally get along with the other Mordechai
will stop practicing piano with Yitzy Bald
will stop laughing

Meir Simcha GrossYudi HorowitzMeir KahanLevi KornbluthChemi LevineMeir NussbaumAvi NussbaumMordechai RosenbergNechemia SchechterSruli SmithYehuda SteinbergMordechai VienerYossi WeingartenMoshe Leib Weiss-

July 10th
Friday preparations all around camp
Swim, Swim, Prepare for Shabbos!

Chanoch Glicher –JCAri Krasnow –CCAmram Mordechai CarcienteHenoch CohnChaim Yosef “YOYO” FriedmanBinyomin GleibermanAryeh KersteinMordechai LaxMenachem LundnerShimon MayerfeldShloime OllechShmuli SchreiberAri ScheffChaim YanofskyARYEH KUNTSLERMenashe MalovZalmy EcksteinEli GrayKobe MetchikMoshe Shlomo FeivelsonFIXT-U-L-L-Y (Tuli)Hiwell WeinwebNoisockinson HaberthalYossi TepferShloimy DrazinAryeh BrecherAryeh Wielgus“Mighty” ShamaiChesky SafierKizzyR’ Yankel-

sleeps all day…..is lazy…..doesn’t deserve the cubicle….is dating?
doesn’t sleep all day….isn’t lazy….deserves the cubicle….isn’t dating?
wants to blow up and knows what’s illegal in America
knows R’ Karfoil better than he knows his counselors
was the first non-Jew to win best in davening
SpongeBob looking, nemo loving, speaking pineapple
loves the infirmary (you chap because of his father….OOOHHH)
finished half of moed by himself
looks like his “first cousins” and loves zemiros
KNOWS
likes eating frog legs dipped in marshmellow fluff at 2:37AM
is allergic to falafels
is allergic to nothing
is very dizshy and “has no food in his belly”
broke up with his chavrusah….looks healthy….doesn’t want to learn with a fish….thanks his creator
makes a sick decaf hazelnut coffee
wants best in bunk (for $10)
does NOT own a PSP
BA BA DA DA DA DA
wants what I already have (HAVE A GOOD SABBAtH)
doesn’t like taking off days with me and Hillel
does not lie, only makes left turns, is NOT leading the grand sing and absolutely LOVES Kizzy (no
booing in Camp Agudah)
doesn’t hurt me anymore (except PINCH PINCH), is gonna be in my dira, rainbow cookies C.R., remote
control cars
nothing Ari just wanted to write the name
doesn’t have to worry about s.a.l.t.ED from R’ Wolf anymore
thanks me every morning when he gets dressed
has a packed fridge in Ohel Shmeil (just kidding)
is a tree hugger
doesn’t know where his own iPod is (Hint: check the bathroom)
is in camp (who is he?!?!?!?!?!?)
is in charge of the JC’s curfew (who knew?)
is Chanoch’s good luck charm

July 11th
Ice Cream Truck Comes To Camp

Shlomo Moshe Fixler -CC- Takes the straws out of his suit pocket, better job on the wakeup, takes normal off
days… I had a blast working with you thanks for such an awesome summer!
Tani Goldbaum –JCStarts making it.
Yossi Abramczyk
Keeps it quiet… Stops receiving private info from rabbi schweibel and his brothers
Michael Aryeh Davids
Moves out of five towns and into flatbush
Menachem Hartman
Figures out who my best in bunks are… Stops running to herby during meals
Shalom Menachem Hochman Perfects his massage and finally receives one back
Moshe Chaim Jusupov
Laughs at something other than Tani`s russian
Zevi Kahan
Controls himself during shnazi hourand concentrates without the tounge out
Eliyahu Kaufman
Finally “blows up”… Doesn’t end up on the floor by wakeup
Yitzchok Krasnow
Follows in his cousins ways… That’s “neasty”
Shmuel Levitin
Stops “the smile” and “the eyes” and gets his way by leagues
Yaakov Moshe Nathan
Doesn’t deserve the “YACKOV MOSHE” treatments by Tani anymore and keeps
to all the handshakes
Meir Aryeh Nordlicht
Brings back rollerblading to camp
Tzvi Perlstein
Loses his ds and must make his bed by himself
Yeruchem Schiff
Celebrates the Yankees actually winning
Shalom Shulman
Has Frisbee as an activity
Shmuel Tepfer
Stops the late bbq`s, private shabbos walks, and playing against his brothers bunk
Amram Carciente
Is real Spanish, my mvp, and in my bunk even if I’m a faker lifeguard (hachoo
Jaski)
Boruch Shapiro
Is counselor of this bunk again
Yackov Abramczyk
Gives the bunk the stare they deserve
Yehuda Gold
Gets Jusopov to keep to his Taanus Dibor
Zevi Neuman
“Hi Zevi Neuman whats up Zevi Neuman”
Wi

July 12th
Visiting Day!!
Camp Team vs. Old Timers – Winner was Camp Agudah

Had The Sixth Grade Gone To Niagra…
Naftoli Abramczyk –CCShulem Weinreich –JC-

would still be fabrent
might have gotten his own seat on the bus

Mendy BesserYaakov Zev FogelTzvi FrischmanShragy GoldAaron KatzensteinShmuel KrzywanowskiMordechai Aaron LeizerowskiYosef LewisSimcha NebenzahlEli NeumannYaakov Zev PearlMeir RichterAryeh SchoorDaniel SchulmanShloimy SnowMoshe StefanskyChaim TahanChanoch GlicherAron SchleiffsteinRabbi NeimannZevi HebstmanShloime LeshkowtizAvrohom Kloinimus KalmanRabbi Schilit-

would have been the official photographer
wouldn’t have come because he would be the starting pitcher for the Binghamton Mets
would have been the first to know
would have been mekarev everyone by fixing their titzis and making sure no one is farshemt
would have rode down the falls
would have found a leak in the falls
would have been the tour guide
would have been able to blow his nose louder than the falls
would have gone swimming
would have played gameboy the entire time
would have been the head lifeguard
would sleep in the bunk
might have finally been able to keep his “minhag”
would have been with Eli
would still be smiling
would have gone fishing for Daagim
would have been next to Aaron
would still only be vice-president of the FBCS
might still be my chavrusa during lunch
would have led a riot with the senior league division of the FBCS
would have been with Rabbi Neimann
would still be my mentor and driving him to T.V. everyday from tummahdike Flatbush
would still be my chavrusa while hocking Meir
would still have gotten me this job THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!!!

July 13th
First staff play of the summer!

Shaul Pollock –CCYisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun –JC-

will be head of “The Shmuz”
still won’t have a line in the yearbook

Mordechai Yitzchok Edelstein
Chaim Yisroel Goldstein
Meir Klein
Chaim Dovid Meshizahav
Yitzy Rand
Shlomo Meir Rappaport
Paysach Sprecher
Azriel Wasser
Akiva Wasser

will be the head of hiking
will stop asking everyone how they are doing
will be head counselor of the first bug free camp
will be the gerrer rebbe
will still be setting up the BBQ
will be on the mets
will be head of cleanup
will finish shisha sidrai mishna 9 million times
will finish shisha sidrai mishna 9 million times

Eli Brand
Moshe Herman
Moshe lichtman

will be head recruiter for chofetz chaim
will stop sleeping all day
will be the best jc

July 14th
Senior Leagues go to Lake Compounds!!
Camp pulls through again with couch busses!!!

Shaya Winiarz –Csings ki vanu vacharta at the Kotel’s Orthodox minyan.
Eli Brand Cstops his pro-blue-shirt campaign.
Eliezer Yehuda Schron –JC- puts the bunk to bed.
Arye Abramson
Yehuda Leib Egert
Yehuda Aryeh Eisenstein
Levi Yitzchak Goldman
Avraham Moshe
(Elimelech Oshinsky)
Chaim Tzvi Rosenbaum
Yosef Sabbah
Nosson Aryeh Schneck
Moshe Schwartz
Yisroel Meir Schwartz

stops talking about his new camera.
leaves my boom box plugged in in the morning.
admits that he likes his bunk.
sleeps late.
stops being a faker Sefardi.
Philly moves to New York.
gets out of bed first.
CENSORED!
has a Tradition Soup and a Dr. Pepper after lights out.
gets bored of the biker game.
keeps up his seder with Goldman.

Rabbi Kaufman
Rabbi Karfoil
Rabbi Neiman
Kalman Brecher
Yossi Dachs
Moshe Kraut

gets a microphone that actually works.
smiles for a picture.
sponsors Dougies for the FBSA.
is NOT busted by Rabbi P. and joins the OCCC.
gets a tan.
becomes my relative.

July 15th
Younger bunks go to Zoom Flume!! 

IF THERE WOULD BE A FIRE IN THE BUNK…
Nechemia Isbee –CCShloimie Drazin –JC-

Dovid BohenskyMendy Eidelman Hillel GreismanAvrohom Naftali GrossAry KatzensteinAron Hillel KohnYehuda Yisroel Neiburg- -

would walk out doing the “BOOT-LAG” dance while screaming “BADA-DA-DA-DA” with his powerful
unforgettable voice!
would still need me to wake him up 4 all meals &to save his life, because If not he would sleep straight
through the chaos!
would still be listening to the Yankee game.
would save his cards to continue playing his poker game against Greisman
would save his flashlight so he could still read at 2:00am and play poker with Mendy
would finally stand up by zmiros w/o any help
would finally learn how to play trumpet while wearing his Mets cap
would finally get off his game boy and be on time 2 all meals
would save his camera because he has to take pictures of the fire and would still say he has more time to leave

Yechiel Pinter-

would still continue to give his counselor and JC hot kokosh cake, and would finally get best in bunk and
would still be cleaning my grill
Shamshon Pinterwould be able to finish mishnayos shabbos without the help of his JC and stop fighting with his JC and
counselor for a few minutes!
Yehoshua Szanzerwould first check the mirror 2 fix his hair and then run out with his brush and seizer salad
Moishe Tresswould still try to continue acting like a JC (keep dreaming) & would save his Nike cap and shabboss shoes (if
they weren’t kicked to the other side of the room) and would take a shower first
Yanky Walzmanwould still need me to pull him out of bed and for a change beat me for line up
Yitzchok Waxwould be forced to be there for the entire meal and would be down to zero mattresses
Moshe Levansenwould finally have an excuse to be in another bunk
Aharon Wolfwould be able to save us all with his medical experience which he acquired from going on every camp trip as
an “R.T.E.”
Eli Fogelwould add it 2his treasured list of sprained ankles dream bunk (hope you enjoyed) losing voice before OAR
really starts and would continue to come back to Agudah N.Y (not Toronto)
Yossi Tepferwould finally be able to sleep without pounding sleeping pills (thanx for being the best neighbor we could
have asked for)
Heshy schwartswouldn’t be there to know about it because of his “shteler” at the pool!
Dear campers, I truly enjoyed the second trip immensely together with you guys! You are really the best! Hope to be together next year in Agudah of
Yerushalayim! This is my Israeli number; hope to keep in touch with all of you! 054-846-5474
P.S. hope you’re all “mochel” both me and Shloimie?!

July 16th
BBQ for supper

Eli Fogel –CCYossi Tepfer –JC-

Said “chello”, bought burgers for the bunk & riled up the 7th grade (we’re on strike)
was asked why he’s not on the team and commented”how good the bunk is”,Miami:
Heat Dance

Mendy Bruckenstein-

I, Yossi, Meir Frischman, Hatzolah, and Wolf spent waking you up, and Won
Madden 08’ at 3 AM
Swept the floor, sprayed cologne, and rode a scooter
went to the pool, asked to go fishing, and got into pjs an hour after curfew
showed up to a night activity, broke light bulbs, and lichtman’s fan
hooked the bunk up and stopped every person going past him
Had an excuse where he went during davening and took Stimmel’s food
Commented, and got out of bed when the whistle blew
listened, talked, dreamed, pretended to be a Yankee
knew the hock and knocked Eli’s cap off
beat boxed, table drummed, asked to put on Kol Naor
modeled for bazooka and asked “Eli can you say a story tonight”
Put on a cap, started a new trend (Mechitza)
Talked about his pitching skills
Got himself screamed at for being a stupid, Canadian HARRY (blame Canada)
Asked Eli where and what he’s doing, crime scene
was seen working and took unofficial offdays
charged the “Kiddush Club” money for the free Reisman’s
was Bunk Tes Vov’s JC
Commented on the “great” smell of the bunk
got up in time for shacharis
Got brownie points from Rabbi Karfoil…WHATEVER
was asked if he’s related to Eli Fogel and if so why are you so short, and for every
time he ate green peppers with peanut butter and cream cheese

Simcha (Abercrombie) EckhausYoni FineShimmy FrankMeyer Yehuda FrischmanReuvein GoldbergYitzi GoodmanYechiel GrunfeldYitzi HamburgerMoshe OppenheimEliyahu RosmanDovid StimmelAri KrasnowShloime DrasinNechemia IsbeeChanoch GlicherFix
Tani GoldbaumMoshe LichtmanDovi PinterHillel WeinrebChaim Fogel-

July 17th
Friday

C Camper Weinreb
would actually do something for camp
JC Aryeh Brecher
would learn how to tell a lie
Yosef Berger
stop wanting to go fishing
Shimon Moshe Dahan
could still borrow his “counselors” phone
Dovid Davidowitz
wouldn’t be so funny
Boruch Eidelman
would take showers before lights out
Yakov Yisrael Feuer
would stop giving five fingers
Akiva Gelber
wouldn’t have a cousin borrow his “IPOD”
Chaim Tzvi Gutman
would leave the pool
Avrohom Hiller
Fivefivefive would say five normal fivefivefivefivefive
Yisroel Yaakov Horowitz
If he would miss the yankee game
Zalman Krasnow
would stop being so aidel/adel/adle/aydel
Paysach Levitt
wouldn’t turn around everytime we said fatso
Moshe Levinson
would finally be with his real bunk
Yitzchok Nusbaum
wouldn’t be in the canteen the whole day
Shmuel Simcha Schiff
would have gone to Achim
Aaron Yehuda Soloff
wouldn’t listen to the radio and focus on everything
Shimon Soloff
would stop trying to prank his counselor
Mordechai Stern
Counselor would do something for the bunk
Zevy Ungar
Would put away his first aid kit
Boruch Zucker
wouldn’t look to tie his shoes every time we said so
A tribute to the counselor from first half

July 18th
Special Shabbos with many guests!

if bunk yud zayin would have an air conditioner in the bunk…….
Meir Papa –CCEliyahu Lankry –JC-

would still not have found out about the niagra trip and would still have taken as many off days as he wanted and still
be wondering who is is the maid of the mist
would still be the most underrated j.c. and would still not hook me up with food from the kitchen

Dovid Beer
Shragi Friedman
Shlomo Zalman Greenberg
Dovid Heller Yeshaye
Velvel Hertz
Yoni Hirth
Yitzi Karman
Shlomo Chaim Katz
Aron Lowenthal
Tzvi Neiman
Eli Neuberger
Avraham Chaim Perlman
Yossi Rosenberg
Yecheskel Schwartz
Reuven Tepper
Shimmie Weinberger
Pesach Herby
Yitzi Lebo
Shloime Leshko
Nechemia Isbee
Dani stein
Tank
Fishel Gitles
Gedalya
Hillel

would still be reading,playing gameboy and listening 2 variations and destiny
would still realize what he was missing during all his years in romimu
would still have his bros. hook him up in the kitchen..ur so weird!!!
would still have 500 cousins in camp and would still be head lifeguard,maitnence,hatzalah.equipment shack etc…..
would still be yearning 4 his steak and fries
would still be brushing his hair and not missing a spot and u were really best in bunk
would still be giving massages
would still have an iron curtain by his bed and 3 bar mitzvah celebrations
would still be going crazy about hockey and those sports videos from the bus
would still be giving out candy…candy…and more candy
would still have the bigiest shoe horn in camp
would still be going 2 cocoa club with tank
would still be manufacturing curtains 4 bunk beds
would still be convinced im color war and be manufacturing curtains
would still be using my phone 2 text shlomo
would still have cubbies coming from all places
would still love his chant and would still be checking the landscaping
would still be tired from oar and would still be checking out the landscaping
would bring over his cover and pillow,would still be going 2 noyim and checking out the landscaping
would still be looking 4 rebbe’s Friday shiurim
would still be keeping eeverything moving in the shul but the davening and would still take 2 off days in a row!!!
would still be raving about Waterbury and checking out the landscaping
would still be wearing those tan pants ..thanx 4 the ride etc…
would still be asking me how r u? thanx!!
would still be the best neighbor I can ask 4 except herby of course!!

July 19th
Payday Breakout! Pumping basketball game vs. Romimu!!

The 7th grade Binghamton trip was awesome because…
Pesach Herbstman –CCAryeh Wielgus –JC-

showed why he chose to be a 7TH grade counselor.
got to rip off Dani’s poncho

Yaakov Avigdor
Avraham Yitzchok Bondy
Reuven Meir Chicheportiche
Menachem Gleiberman
Azriel Dovid Gleiberman-JCAvraham Raphael Goldwag
Pinny Jacobs
Aryeh Kamel HAR
Moshe Hillel Kroizer
Yehuda Levy
Shmuel Yehuda Nahary
Yehoshua Parnes
Chananya Schorr
Yosef Turkel
Yehuda Aryeh Leib Vashovsky
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger
Naftoli Yudkowsky
Gedalya Wielgus(from Aryeh)

was finally recognized as the most vicious volleyball server in camp
got to give mussar to sports fans
played the Spanish version of Haircomb Deluxe3 on DS
ERA and WHIP took a beating in the F.B.L.
Divrei Torah will be heard round the world
got to go swimming
got stuck in the elevator (NOT FUNNY)
will be the next Yitzy Bald
the falls got drowned out by his voice
laughed at the falls
CLASSIFIED BY THE MOSSAD
its Dr. Parnes to you
fished the falls
juggled on the Maid of the Mist while playing Boggle
will make a great J.C. one day
will be C.E.O of Wenger Enterprises and CO.
will be Best in Bunk! Awesome solo!!
wasn’t there because he was dating a twerps eatingrabbit, fighting for his Bais Rephoel parking
lot, and mainly because he wanted one day to not have to live in his little bro’s shadow
got to send staff members to sleep, even the cantankerous ones
stenography is a good career
becomes everyone’s best friend about Shalosh Seudos time
OH?!? It’s a Bar mitzvah!!!

Rabbi lichtman
Meir Papa
Yitzy Lebovics
Dani Stein

July 20t
Payday day # 2
OAR Breakout

Dani Stein -CCShamai Whitman –JCChaim Becker –
Avrohom Nechemia Brodt –
Dovid Eliezer Cohen –
Avromi Daum –
Gavriel Elbogen –
Menashe Simcha Gewirtzman –
Moishe Gold –
Yehudah Goldstien –
Yechiel Greenwald –
Yitzi Mandel –
Yosef Chaim Rambod –
Eli Schlosser –
Yisroel Schron –
Shloime Schron –
Yaakov Selig –
Yehoshua Teitelbaum –
Avrohom Mordechai Waldman –
Aryeh Weilgus –
Menachem Tepper –
Yitzchok LeboPesach Sprecher –

Ashrie, Shema and Aleinu, I love skunks, WiFi
I need a cup of coffee, Who stole my cufflinks? Chillout
I don’t wanna behave! Morris, Can I go on the porch?
I wanna play game boy, Im playing activities, Am I sleep talking?
My shoe is tied, Chaim Berlin, Can I use your phone?
Im not feeling well! How can I sleep talk?
We need more league games, It never rains in Rayim
Can I go to the gate to pick up a package? Can I go watch the game? Can I go? I don’t wanna turn
around
I don’t wanna sleep talk I’m too tired, Can I go to sleep? I hate pastrami
How can I be sleep talking? Im not asleep at 4:30, Donkeys are camels, orange, I NEED to check
my voicemail, my JC hates me, IM NOT STUPID! I need AAA’s from the kitchen! I found your
Ipod!
I want coffee, Can I call Eli Brand? Can I use Dani’s Ipod?
Moishe Meisner, Eli Brand, What song is Eitz Chaim, Im getting coffee! Can I smash your hat? I
need to text Avigdor, Eli, Moishe…
Im not sleep talking I’m sleeping! Moishe Meisner
Betzalel, Im hungry! Turkey! Heshy, No I want the other one!
I wish camp was all year long! I want to go to Copenhagen!
7th on a trip! Zucchini, Coca Cola, Go out of the bunk for 15 minutes
Absolutely anything that can and will ever possibly come into anyone’s head
m tired, Solamanders, Im not a navy paratrooper!
Do you like me? Can I still be best in bunk? Ardvark
Your parents can come together on visiting day? George ate the twerps, Dani, put on a white shirt!
Whats a DuCK?
Im not up to here yet im still 3 pages back!
DAANEEE, I wanna have a catch with Dani!
I’m supposed to be writing the bunk article with Dani, I’m the JC not you!

July 21st
First day of OAR
Very funny skits all around!

Avraham Kalikstein –CC-

Nyet Shtuten Dyelesh Ice Cream Zilisxzhavy Szavitsky chachacha Vieretszxky

Shmuel BaumannShlomo BrecherDaniel Yitzchok Cywiak-

has the best cheeks in camp because of his uncles sweet rolls
eats as much terra chips as he wants and still stays as skinny as a Biberfeld
Makes sure Kal fixes his chup for visiting day and is going to the best yeshiva in the
world
wakes up his counselor and Reb Moshe for shacharis every morning
has the best business card and hypnotized himself to make seal noises
lends out his chair, “spoon” and nosh; and is the world’s expert on ingrown toenails
knows how to eat a Belzer Kokoshkyshky
is the star performer on the Chaim Berlin Dance Troupe
is going to buy a watch on Wolf-time
will open a branch of Ohel Shmeel in the Colorado Rockies
sits on the porch every morning from 5:30 contemplating if he should pick up
George
got crushed in a game of basketball by his “not so big” counselor
is the lone savior and protector against anti-fatism
likes his tatty more than his mommy

Motti DachsYisroel HarrarReuven Knobel
Dovshky KrautshkyNechemia LeffelMenachem Nachum NierenbergAsher Zelig PearlZvi SchwartzPinchus ShurkinShlomie VinitskyGeorge-

July 22nd
Second day of OAR…
and the winner is RED!!

Kal wants to be like Tank because…
Yonah Kaplovitz -CC-

originates and Kal imitates (even moving to the younger hill) while not wearing a
shirt

Eliyahu Basch
Shmuel Berger
Chaim Gold-“Schmidt”
Tovia Greenspan
Tzvi Hoffman
Shmuel Katz
Mordechai Landau
Akiva Landsberg
Ari Lichtschein
Moshe Yosef Rubin
Yehudah Silberberg
Chaim Sittner
Yehudah Leib Zucker
George

is bad, go to the corner
will leave early to go to eretz yisroel
will take his glasses off before going to sleep
didn’t go swimming, so your friend didn’t go swimming.
knows everything is his fault
will fill up his soup by himself
will be wearing a Bonim t-shirt next summer
will still be taking his “5” minute break
will still be leaning on my shoulder
will open up his own canteen
will still be borrowing the drill
will take a shower before lights out
will still be doing laundry
still doesn’t know where he/she is going after the summer

July 23rd
Inter camp against Romimiu and Tashbar

Chaim Yeruchem Gitelis –CCChaim GelberShlomo GoldsteinYisroel HackerShlomo Yechiel HochmanNaftali RosenbergEliyahu SchuckTzvi Stolzenberg Elchanan TzurBoruch Nosson WeinrebKalnkABWigglesLeboP. herbieMS hirshPinny FaskaMordyAronShimshyE skolnikUziK brecherY dachs-

already is.
after he learns to play guitar
when he stays up past lights out
when he’s finished playing ds
after he learns tai kwon do, jujitsu, ninjitsu, and judo
when he gets Gitelis’ phone
after he gets his own grill
when he comes to shachris on time
He doesn’t want to learn tai chi
when he manages to punch gitelis
when he splits into two people
If he stops being a small villain
after he perfects his chanting skills on the mike
when he stops complaining about his line in the yearbook
when stops being far bissen
after he manages to kill Fred
after he gets my cookies and gives me the plays and skits
after his wedding
when he starts caring about 9th grade
when he starts sticking up for himself
when he gets his own ipod
ditto
if I teach him
if he becomes a lake lifeguard

Thanks for a great summer! I hope you guys had as much fun as I did! KIT!!

July 24th
Potatoes for lunch!! Yummy!!

Yaakov Aberbach –CC-

stayed in Ner Mo first half and came back to camp lodge second half

Yehuda Aryeh Brecher
Ari Fish
Yisroel Meir Glick
Ahron Hager
Shmuli Liberman
Yakov Mendelson
Itamar Meir Shapira
Simcha Stone
Chaim Itshak Toledano
Avi
Cyg
Kal
Moshe
Ralph
Sruli
Yonah
Yosef

was busy fishing
wasn’t fishing (funnily enough) but he couldn’t find the bomb
was doing lineup in Camp Agudah
was playing for fun, which makes you play better, so he dropped a hydrogen bomb
was expanding camp lodge
was having a catch
went to Eretz Yisroel after yetzias Mitzrayim
became president after a double kodak and put sanctions on egypt
was sleeping
was in Agudah (Midwest and just for a day)
took an off day and took over the world. Mazel Tov!
didn’t have to do it since he was “studying for his Mcats”
got married
left off the onions in my shishkebob
stayed in Eretz Yisroel so he couldn’t drive AB
invaded Egypt since he didn’t know the wmd was lost (get it?)
was busy with senior leagues, the baseball team and a hole in his roof

And my ninth grade teacher said:” because they didn’t have planes”
Thanx for a great summer. You guys were great. K.I.T.

July 25th
Last Shabbos of the 1st trip  Rocking zimeros!

Raphael Stern –CC-

Magic Weight Loss Pill: Gushers

Eli Bertram.
Daniel Bressler.
Yaakov Chonon Ely.
Motti Freund.
Dovid Golding.
Shmuely Monoker.
Binyomin Murik.
Shuki Scherman.
Yisroel Meir Schulman.
Shimon Spiegel.
Boruch Steinmetz.
Yossi Sternbuch.

Our New Currency: Cookies
Travelers Guide to Shop Rite and Romimu
Leagues: How to Make a Fair Trade
The Proper Way to Hide a …
Real Lakewood
Lakewood Basketball
Restaurant Directory
Styling your Hair like a Yankee (without spray of course)
Idiots guide to an intense catch
Hiding places for your Counselors stuff
101 excuses for missing meals...
Review for “Call of Duty”

July 26th
Cantata - 8 & 9th grade bonfire!
th

Yosef Simcha Birnbaum –CCEli Brand
Tzvi Eliezer Caplan
Efrayim Cohen
Moshe Groman
Avraham Kreitenburg
Shimmy Mensch
Ahron Yehuda Reich
Daniel Samoli
Yehuda Spiegel
Yosef Chaim Bigio
Simcha Elazar Cohen
Yisroel Moshe Fogel
Shimon Katz
Ashi Kelman
Eliezer Khoshkerman
Shlomo Lazarus
Moshe Eliyahu Marchette
Yisroel Dovid Oshinsky
Yitzy Wagner
Whiskey
AB
Gitelis
Ralph
Moishe Herman
Pesach Herby
Fred(dy Max)
Jethro and Bertha (The Plants)
Bertram’s

sleeps in chof gimmel, Freddy Max, loves leagues, yofyafisa, younger hill rocks except the hole in my roof
during downpours
bunk clown, impossible to keep a straight face around him and don’t forget about that horrible sight
censored
cell phones are ossur but who cares
is an awesome jc , leagues mvp and is a foot taller than Yosef
AB: lol omg wtvr , btw my arm still hurts….. from punching you, did not get in trouble this summer (Boruch
Levine)
is bored in Passaic wishing he stayed second half
where do I start? (Long Beach…right!) Don’t forget to put your Tzitzis out on Shabbos
Canadians rock also
loves the eagles
don’t worry shachris is only voluntary
is everywhere and really wants Eli’s Ipod untouched
is the only kid from Flatbush in my bunk this whole summer
lives in Washington Heights, drives me crazy about leagues, wears a talis and is not a yekke
see Whiskey and four activities of biking
K..a..w..sh..k..e..r..r..m..i..n (stress each letter for ten seconds with a hick accent)
see Whiskey, is the cleanest in the bunk, is BIB (best in biking)
“loves” New Yorkers, don’t forget Boston is six games back
Philly steak sandwich
loves Arizona, Toronto and the Jays, wish you would’ve stayed the whole half, master of the two minute
wake-up (awesome)
jc, and eleventh camper
wonderful host and co-counselor
Who? Same porch different world
thanx for everything (accommodations, nightly snacks, off days, great neighbor, yiddish), CC of Queens- see
you their….NOT!!
Thanks for stopping in, what will it be with Summer 2010?
WHY????????????
great mascot, worth the $5 ring toss, don’t go near chof gimmel
keep on growing, don’t forget to water them during cleanup
thanx for the nightly fruit cup dessert (mixed fruit). Can opener?

July 27th
First trip campers go home 

Shloime Leshkowitz -CCKalman Drillick
Yisroel Holtan
Dovid Herbsman
Reuvein Karman
Yehudah Levi
Sholom Levitin
Yisroel Meir Meisner
Yecheskel Richmond
Feivy Safir
Ephraim SlomovicsMordechai Weiss
Aron Weis-

could only come up with N.E.L
Is still believing that his amazing Mets are better
Doesn’t have his brother in his bunk
could not lain the title to me
always made sure the counselor was informed except this time
an oorah night cap is not a good title
Is always having his counselor fill -up his Traditon soups
Has yet to learn how to articulate himself when he feels that he requires more food
and he is Feivy’s twin
Is still the best Jewish ball player ever
Is like an old man who always naps in the afternoon and is Yisroel Meir’s twin
His father lets him say it
Is AMK’s biggest competitor (who eats franks on Fridays?)
Only thought of hot sauce for the title

July 28th
Second trip campers come up to camp 

Yitzi Lebovits -CCMendy Eckstein
Uri Fleishman
Simcha Florans
Yaakov Gluck
Gershon Grossman
Zeli Heller
Yehudah Ickowitz
Menashe Kunstlinger
Shlomo Leiser
Eliezer Nimchinsky
Shloime Rubinfeld
Yehudah Snow
Mordechai WeinbergerKasriel ZakutinskyA.Z. HerbyAron (Uri) MordyShimshyGedalyaMoshe Shlomo HirschPinny FaskaChaim GitelisTankKalMeir PapaPesachShloime LeshkoABDani SteinBunk Chof Zayin/ Yud Tes -

For the Shabbos food, the bbq, the good music selection (Mattisyahu and Yishay Lapidot) for always being in the bunk
(includes not bringing back Dougie’s for anyone) and for allowing the bunk to go to the Melava Malka
For arranging the Siyum, the unicycle, the ice cup and for sweeping the bunk on occasion
For being the real Uri (including wearing a tallis, no one expected that one) and for all the mishnayos
For staying in camp, having me wake you up every morning for Shachris and for taking the idea of sleeping in the
afternoon to a whole new level
For opening a babysitting service on Shabbos afternoon (that was for you) and for trying to win a league game this
summer (4-19)
For the gray undershirt, for coming on time to Shachris and for getting busted in Masmidim Mincha on Shabbos
For the handshake, for being the Shadchan for everyone and for looking after AB’s kid every day
For being Icki, for those shmoozin on the porch and for finding out all the hock from Shimshy instead of me
For not going to Simcha to often, for using my cubby for storage and for having your initials plastered all over the wall
For not reading books a whole day and for switching league teams (sorry about the thumb)
For letting me use your softball, for giving me food from the SALT bbq and for always putting up the benches after
meals
For Hollister, for being rated one point higher in leagues and for hitting that game winning basketball shot
For sitting next to me a whole summer and for always trying to find out the hock from me but never being successful
For your fake I-pod and for learning Mishnayos at night when you thought no one was looking
For being Feisty, for creating a blanket sweatshirt to use at night and for taking 4,721 on Shabbos afternoon
For the advice on all areas especially on how to deal with certain people and things that may have arisen
For trying to arrange the trip and for working extremely hard to ensure that the senior leaguers have a great summer
For the one on one (“You’re on) and Anavim, see you by the Chassuna IY”H
For the Chiropractor tips, for running your own camp on the senior hill and for all the rides
For the secret handshake/ squeeze and for keeping George a real secret
For all the laughs and for fulfilling all of the Doctor’s orders (and don’t say OOO!!)
For the Oar video (I’m still waiting) and for the couch in the back of the lodge
For those off days we took together… Oh, I forgot we didn’t take any together
For George (the bunny, not the other thing) and for maintaining such a busy Rebbe schedule
The Loshon Hara song and for taking care of all the off day politics
For deciding to come back this summer and for finally finding out about the Niagara trip
For the Leibidike song and for always being around camp whenever needed
For the rides, the Dougie’s, the hock and for holding the record for the most days in a row out of camp
For all the advice and for all those texts early in the morning to find out about Shachris in Bais Refoel
For allowing me to daven Kabalas Shabbos, lakukaracha (chunk) and for the baseball catches on the “senior hill”
For holding the record for the most soups filled up by “Breakfast”, for not saying who turned the back light on, for
always winning clean up and for being a great bunk, Thank you guys it was fun, shteig away, KIT

July 29th
Erev Tisha B’ov

IF Pepsi Max wouldn’t have caffine, Shimshy knew where his phone is, Camp Hamchane would be a learning camp, siliver lake would be a sports camp,
and revile would work in the bunk, then (maybe)…….
Shimshy Brecher- do whatever you want, just give me an ice cold PEPSI MAX . ahhhhhhhh geshmak!
Moshe Bornstein- It’s the D&G man, your smile is worth a million bucks, shtaig away in Temimah and remember silver lake is not mandatory, unless
Rabbi Greenfield says so. KIT
Boruch Ber Gewirtzman- Will get horse from imitating shimshys voice, “lets go guys” and to wear an “I didn’t do it t-shirt” and more steak from Rabbi
Wolf. To actually say something in a play. KIT
Meir Cohen- Will Sing “Al Tira” on the Waterbury CD, it’s time to learn that flys are usually smaller the humans (get it? Yah the hole in the wall.) “Meiyes
on fiye”, so when are you applying to brisk? KIT
Binyomin Greenberg- It’s the professor with all his ideas, always choppin a chilling shmooze with Shimshy, “whack” yah its Shimshy waking you up for
Shachris. Go Yanks! KIT
Shimi Katz- would spend all night in the gazebo studying for that murderous lifeguarding test, and calling shimshy a cutie pie, you crack everyone up,
you tzadikel. KIT
Yakov Klein- “I’m in bunk chof ches? Why couldn’t they just tell me the 1st day?” you’re so chilled dude! It was amazing sitting next to you at meals;
you’re such an aidelah nesomeleh KIT
Shuee Krasnow- A job in Agudah and Bei Kayta, or maybe all Agudah and no Bei Kayta, any other options? Youre soo shtark, always a gemoro in your
hands keep on shteiging in the Rockaways. KIT
Shmez Levenson- I didn’t know you had a ral name until I saw it on this list, your awesome dude, I love your giggle, I still don’t know how you got me to
go on the zoomerang, im still dizzy from it. Thanks for lending me your “legal” ipod to veck the bunk, it really helped out. KIT
Mordechain Levi- will wake up like a lion at 8:02 for 8:00 Shachris and still be marked on time, and maybe backup center in volleyball, if you’d really try.
It was great having you on my league team always keeping me up to date on our record. KIT
Yehuda Lieberman- Will be in Shimshys bunk from day 1 with all the cool guys , good choice in not leaving Agudah btw, I heard bei kayta has enough all
star pitchers anyways . Youre just amazin! KIT
Yakov Merlin-“ Get on your feet and make some noise were the ruach country boys” mark my words next summers Shabbos zemiros youll be on the
benches dancing away. KIT
Eliezer Roth- We all know you had a much better time in Agudah then in Hamachane, just admit it already , and oh I almost forgot whatever happened
it was probably your fault, just kidding, Mr. Innocent. KIT
Naftoli Schapiro- will join Shimshy at the chiropractor, it was probably the sports in silver lake that did it! Put down that book already its 4 a.m.! 10
Months in temimah is not enough? Silver lake such a spiritual uplifting experience, Agudah 2010 here I come! KIT
Cheski Wenger- And now for the New York Rangers…. Chesky Wenger. Sorry we didn’t get hockey more activities, in matter of fact I don’t think we got it
even once, but I heard all about your game. You rock man! KIT
Zev Ahron Weisz will have Shimshy for a 4th time, and get rated abouve a 0 in leagues, you didn’t tell me the cast is coming off so soon :-) Kaminetz is
the way to go, take care of Aryeh there! KIT
Levi Wulliger- C’mon how much cheese can one man eat? Next year bring a foreman, none of these grillcheese maker thingy anymore. Thanks for fixing
the wall dude, job well done! The sweeping was appreciated as well. KIT
Ahron Shaul Yanofsky- To chill on the porch with Shimshy untill 3 A.M. (or later) and to have movedt o Waterbury 9 years ago. Youre soo heimish! Keep
that smile going, : } KIT
BInyomin Yiffi- Fix your clock its 1 minute off blackberry time, never give up hope youll find that laundry bag one day,what you doing with all that money
you got from the laundry company? You can probably start a trust fund KIT

Bunk (Camp) Chof Ches You guys were un-be-freak-en-lea-va-ble, from color war to Zemiros you were just fantastic! I hope that you guys all had a great
time, I did! Anyways have a most successful year in Yeshiva, youre all more then welcome to come visit Waterbury. Keep In Touch, you can reach me
anytime at 917-690-7703.

July 30th
Tisha B’ov

Gedalya Wielgus was never around because……
Gedalya Wielgus –CC-

was OAR general, was dating, got engaged, went to L.A., wrote an OAR in general, was
Color War general, wrote a Color War in general, wrote 3 yearbook articles, and was at
play practice. (gee can you cut me some slack I was kinda busy)

Palti FrommellMoishe GamssBaruch GreenbergGedaliah HaltonYaakov JaroslawiczShimmy Kanner
Binyomin KusnetzAvraham LankryEli ReichMenachem RomandMoshe RosnerDovid SchwartzYitzchak ShmayaGershy Tress-

didn’t know Gedalya’s name.
knew who stole Kusnetz’s cap.
never hooked Gedalya up with anything from the kitchen.
was chuptzpadik to Rabbi Wolf.
needed Gedalya to wake him up.
was upset that he almost had to pay 2 dollars for the trip.
asked Gedalya to find his cap.
needed Gedalya to find him a shirt for davening.
thought Gedalya hated him 1st half. (glad you came around )
got Gedalya to go to Shop Rite for his siyum.
is an identical twin with his older brother. (Go figure)
was prying too much into Gedalya’s private life.
was busy doing the camp’s laundry.
thinks he could do whatever he wants because of his great-grandfather (just kidding, chill
out Gershy)
thinks he has connections because he’s Ari Silberberg’s brother-in-law.

Mendy Wolf-

All the staff members who think they belong in this article- I wrote two in generals, I’m totally burned out from writing
about people so turn the page look for your name elsewhere cuz you aint finding it here.
Bunk Chof Tes- Thanks for giving me such an awesome summer. Hope to see you all in L.A. Novemebr 18th. Keep in
touch.
Gedalya

July 31st
First day of music, swimming, mud sliding…
Special Tish with the Rebba

Counselor Naftoli Stern
TEDDY
Ezra Barides
Shmuel Mordechai Bienenstock
Eli Devor
Avi Hoch
Chaim Dovid Jacobowitz
Yehuda Kramer
Pinchus Kraut
Menachem Moshe Neumann
Nissim Safamanesh
Dovi Scheiner
Shaul Simon
Levi Tepper
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Dovid Tikotzky
Mordechai Zucker
Dovi Pinter
Avi Greenberger
Pinny Faska

Will be eating pickles contently knowing TEDDY is safe in his trunk and will
be working very hard at cleanup.
Will be safely in his owners trunk contemplating his whole George ordeal.
Will still give his counselor a wake up call 15 minutes before davening.
Will still be just a flat out awesome guy.
Will finally admit that he really abducted TEDDY.
Will be using his “counselors” Foreman whenever he wants.
Will be brewing coffee while using his OWN cell phone.
Will have received his honorary membership to camp Chof Ches.
Will continue consuming pretzels at a record pace and will be TEDDYs
official P.R. man.
Will formally be announced as TEDDYs attorney and will become a Met fan.
Will be eating some real geshmake Sefardi food.
Will be banging nails into something.
Will have been shteiging in Yeshiva for two weeks already.
Will be doing the robot.
Will be manning a grill somewhere.
Will still make sure his counselor is taken care of by meals.
Will still be jogging around camp.
Will still be an awesome Chavrusa.
Thank you so much for your kind and gracious demeanor all the time, and
especially for helping me out with this article. You rock.
Thanks a million. I appreciate the fact that you allowed me to remain alive
even though I just barely made the deadline. U 'da MAN.

To all the counselors I left out...sorry.
Guys thanks for the awesome summer, you guys were really the best, I couldn't have picked a better group of guys.
TEDDY feels the same. Keep on pumping and shteig in Yeshiva. Keep in touch. And please be mochel me for anything.
Rock on.

August 1st
Melava Malka

Mordechai Lichtenfeld –CC-

Will still be writing will still and be singing anavim

Dovid Noach Adelman
Mordechai Becker
Reuven Belsky
Meir Feigelstein
Dovi Gewirtz
Tzvi Asher Gross
Yeruchom Hettleman
Yaakov Sheis Koltai
Yitzchok Yoel Konigsberg
Chaim Leib Koplowitz
Avraham Langer
Dovid Lieber
Menachem Palley
Yecheskel Sklar
Yoel Sontag
Arye Stern

Will still be reading his book
Will still be in the best bunk in camp
Will still be sleeping by his grandmother
Will still be the best backup-center
Will still be best in bunk
Will be on the basketball team just like his brother
Will be on his counselors league team
Will finally realize that Brooklyn is the place to be
Will still be a great point card
Will go to “The Event”- 5
The Pirates might win the world series
Will sleep tight and not let bed bugs bite
Will Still be hearing “Rabosai it’s not Mechina”
Will be “President”
Will be Rabbi mishnayos of a heimishe shteebel
Will be listening to very scary stories

August 2nd
Amazing trip to Sports Time USA

Meshulem Z. Brandwein
D'niel Ezra Cohen
Eliyahu Noach Compton
Aaron Egert
Eliyahu Kamenetsky
Meir Levi
Eliyahu Mandelbaum
Yisroel Meir Mendlowitz
Dovidel Phillip
Moshe Snow

Camp a whole year
To visit R’ Matisyahu again
Eggs and Hamburgers
Unlimited Soda
More music tapes
To be JC/Noodles/his own cubby
To listen to his Ipod a whole day
To have Lipa concert in camp
Laser Tag a whole Day
To listen to uncle Moshe a whole day

August 3rd
capture the counselor night activity

CC - Aaron Shleifstein

Would have gone to Toronto or at least Niagara or at least Binghamton or at least Romimu for an
intercamp game
Dovid Brecher
Would be able to get quiet in the bunk at night, would not have to fight me in the mornings, and would
have said good bye before leaving
Pesach Diamond
Would go to Meal Mart to shecht more often, would have gone to New Hampshire with the family, and
would officially become a lefty
Shmuli Gleiberman
Would be in charge of the kiddush funds and would find out all the hock before it happens Mayer
Glicher That's Alright would be more like Chanoch and would know how to tell time by using the wall
clock...He was upset because of J-E-T-S and he doesn't like the cubs
Shragi Goldstein
Would move to merchav
Mutty Goodman
Would have davened vasikin the night of the grand sing and would speak by every shabbos meal
Yumi Gruen
Umi would have the tuscans come in first, would really know how to flick cans, and would not be scared
of his own shot...thanks for all the cut up fingers!
Moshe Hirsch
Barbara would bus tables for his dad and uncle Pinny...pops told me to tell you that you are his favorite
son
Pinchus Himy
Mr. Himy would make prank calls more often...thanks for being number three
Eli Lasker
Would get a thicker wire to put his glasses on at night
Moshe Katz
Would wear THE PANTS more often, Michelle, and Alex Rider...that wasn't too bad Moshe, was it?
Moishy Pinter
Would shrug his shoulders and put his hands out and say “what?”...thanks for being a good sport about
Yitzy Richter
VC 3 would bring free pizza from his CLOSE cousins and would stop killing me about the mets
Yitzy Schertzer
Would have a personal laundry delivery service to the city
Betzalel Schlosser
Would have gotten quatro milk shakes from swan lake, would have the “e” be true, would speak a fluent
Spanish, Shnitzel King, would understand the reason behind everything, would get a new cast from
Right Aid, and would remember everything as well as the yahrtzeits in roosevelt...You know we missed
you for the last week and by the grand sing
Meir Dov Schron
Would've made you of the weird hats more often and would've had his glasses fixed earlier
Moishe Weidermann
Weeds would not have seen the door open in noiam, would decide between gravy and caramel, would
work for traveling tykes, and would be on the team...sorry I didn't write about...
Dear Bunk Lamed Gimmel,
I've had many great summers here in camp, but this one tops them all thanks to you guys, my
campers. You all know that you can call me anytime at 917-655-8320. Thanks so much!
Your counselor
Aaron

August 4th
Another great day 

If I was stuck on an island by myself the message I would sent back is
daniel anisfeldyosef buchenshmuly frankelmoshe dovid friedlandershmuly grunhutari heislereli horowitzboruch itzkowitzbinyomin kahnsimcha zelig katzduvi lowenthalyehudah meisnerdave milsteinavrom dovid minkowitzbinyomin presseryakov randmordechai weinwagsRabbi ScwebelYehudah ScwebelHerby-

please send the plastic ping pong raquets to monsey for the 2am shower
chofetz chaim is the place to be and please send the SI and cherry coke
send me a challah and take me to dougies and one day well have time to learn
kaminetz proaganda with pickles, and will get a straw for his lemon juice (dont worry I wont tell anyone)
send back goalie pads and take me to shoprite, will be a lifeguard but wont be able to use the drill
chumus challah and a brand new hockey stick, and will work for Goodyear tire company
will return the milk crates to the GDR (remember ?)
you would never get stuck on an island
coach k please send back a minyan so I can daven for the amud
a phone to go with my charger, another 2 liter bottle of soda and to work with Edwin in the kitchen
fills out the paperwork and sweep the bunk
send back a lot of food for rabbi wolf and freeze pops, will be a chemistry teacher if you know what I mean (because
seriously I have no clue)
can have the ball that I threw into my counslers cubicle and I need more soda, will do lifeguarding and drive an RV across
country
will remember to bring his glove to the baseball game and stay the whole second half, will go parachuting off a car
BJIC, can we please have a bbq and whats the score in the yankee game, will learn how to ice skate and possibly join the
ballet if he has good enough poise
he wont need to send back a message bec he has radios to talk and all the other gadgets, a future maintenace boy if ive ever
seen one, just remember its not about winning the game its about not falling down while you play
send back a pair of wool tzitiz a white shirt and a yeshivishe dictionary
no bottle can hold his message
thanks for bypassing the “rule”
where have you been this summer
more service, cheaper lease on the malibu, to carpool with rambo and andre, another memory card, more plastic forks but
less plastic knives, a BLACK extension cord (remember guys?), more legible siddurim, a mohagony shtender, to go to a
binghamton met game with Rabbi Lichtman, 3 more power cords for aron's laptop, Youth Corp, shoprite soda but not the
cola one because its really nasty and I think that it makes my head hurt when I drink a lot of it, the sunday morning
rendezvous, a new wooden red table on the senior hill because the one thats currently there is broken and splintered and it
hurts to sit down on it, to actually kick the volleyball over bais ralph, I was never able to fit a grandfather clock in my
cubicle but I am hoping when they finish the renovations there will be a lot more room, to run a gas line to my bunk so I
can have an industrial sized bbq grill on my porch for fridays,

August 5th
Senior Leagues goes to Lake George!!

10th Grade JS Last Will & Testament
Zevi AremSruli BatalionYoel BecherYisroel Zev BorchadtChaim FogelYehuda GoldZvi GreenspanAlexander HerbstmanMordechai Lutz(Avrohom Noson NeubergerZevi NeumanLipa PerlowYakov RosenbergAaron SchilitAharon SternAhron Daniel SussmanYechiel SzlafrokDovid & Sruli ZagelbaumKIZZY-

A full time 2nd half job & his old dining room seat.
“PIWWCHICK” & not to have that stomach ache.
To sleep in the other bunk, to get out of the game room, & to chill out.
To be a JS & to finish that EMT course.
A JC job, to have scored that 1 on 1, & for Kizzy to appreciate his fist pump.
Nothing. Gold To Victory got on the team & got a 2nd half job.
Not to have the equipment shack & to find another line in the yearbook.
Not to be last on line, & to be in the class of “Herby”s.
To be on the baseball team & bikes for eternity.
We wish you were here!).
Lifeguard both halves & to have Kizzy off his back.
To be on time for learning groups & for everyone to know “IMILIPA!!”.
To know ALL the raid and hock &
Office job forever & not to have taken DCC 1st half.
To Daven without being disturbed.
To Shnurr & to have gotten that lifeguard job.
A full time 2nd half job, to be on the 10th grade team, & to be “SZLAF”.
To be with Whiskey 24/7 on top of the mountain.
To have Gold To Victory all year round & for everyone to SETTLE

DOWN!!

August 6th
BBQ for supper – Staff Play

New York State
TTTO: Kol Olam Kulo

Change has come to camp now
Empty beds this year
Canteen prices raised
That’s why Howie’s not here

Out Of Town
TTTO: Al Chomosayich

Taking down Youth Corp, only a fakeout
Not enough Campers, no monsey B.P.
Start another team with guys from Veretsky

Concert on a boom box
Hentelech by meals
Mechina on the hill
Veretzky camp on wheels

First week gets rained out, should’ve kept Howie
T-shirts for campers, Bais Ralph now empty
Hachana with Shia, not Rock Bamboo
Too many lifeguards, with nothing to do

New York State the best place around
Dani go join your skunks out of town
Frisbee Hillel soaring in air
Fishel disappear

OOT – Dani will lead us
OOT – No one can beat us
Watch out all around
We’re taking over tow

Simon sez its breakout
Cream pies in the face
Monsey Park got lost
Now we will rock this place

Rotator Gitelis, just disappear
You’ve been a counselor, barely a year
Camper WeinWeb, being geshmak
Singing us songs, about smelly socks

Kudos: First and foremost, the special
people who work at the anti-youth core
offices, Yoinie, General HIWEW, Kal, Saw
Mill Parkway, Zeh Lazeh Zeh Lazeh, thanks
for the sun burn, ranium, Pumpernickel,
Magn Umbilical Cord, Spare Tire, Rabbi
Finkelman for letting us use his gazebo for
the anti youth core functions, Shloimie
and Pinny for the bed, Uri Fleishman
where are you first half, YA Roth, NYS
troopers.

Davening in shul, keeps getting longer
Finally a team, with Kizzy Potter
Chocolate mile, Heinz, where’s the recession
Hands up in air, becoming obsession

Kudos: Mordy, General Dani, Shamai, Yisroel, Tank,
Pinny, Aaron, Yaffe jr, Blobs on a team, Herby jr,
Moving into the shul, Crustation, Monsey Park, Not
enough Tefillah Dollars, No Golf Karts.

August 7th
Another Erev Shabbos in Camp Agudah

Flatbush
TTTO: Al Chomosayich

Simon sez breakout what a shock
Rock Bambo concert so geshmak
Three team change no one does care
We don’t have a team this year
Dining room empty – senior leagues dead
Rain all day keeps counselors in bed
Rabbi Howard was a no show
Anti Youth Corp is the way to go
Flatbush to victory
New York OOT your history
Chossen Gitles will win this day
Hillel Dani its okay!
Camper Weinreb still is the same
Cowboy Dani’s entrance much to lame
With general Chaim the win is here
OOT and New York better luck next year

Kudos: Yacov, Shloimz, Herby, Anti Youth Corp
meetings, crowly, Chosson Gitles, Thing 1,
Mutty, Lieut Birnbaum, Aaron Shapiro, Howie,
Shimshe, pancakes, Hal, Finny Paska, Jameson
the Fish, Oops, Swan Lake Pizza.

Flatnush In General
We did it!! That’s a pretty good way to start an in general isn’t it? Much better than oh well we almost won…and the
main reason I get to write that is because of you guys. The campers of Flatbush. You all worked hard and it paid off in the
end. We dominated in everything!! Including the final score!! You all deserve a medal! Speak to rabbi karfoil about it.
However there are a few people that I must single out for their non stop effort during the entire neighborhood day. Their
hard work and dedication is what helped propel us to victory.
Having said that, It is impossible to write an in general and escape unscathed. Its like walking through a pool of acid. I
have to thank everybody and I will inadvertently leave someone out. So I am starting by thanking everyone that I am
leaving out. And apologizing for doing so. seriously. Before I go any further I have to give a tremendous thank you to the
entire head staff people for everything they do the entire summer not just during special events… they are what make
the camp go tick.
To my opposing generals generals dani and hillel: thank you so much you guys were tremendous. Both in the pre
neighborhood day frenzy and during the feature presentation it was a pleasure being around you guys. I cant think of
anyone better to be neighborhood day generals with.
George wiggles:it was great having such a good friend on the team. your acting in the skit was comic gold as usual. You
play your part to perfection. Also since I’m writing this a little late I get to say Mazel Tov!
SHMULY hirsch: I really got lucky that you were put on my team (again). Working with you is always a blast. no words can
adequately describe what you did. From the skit to the...skit. its always great working with you and hopefully we will
continue in the coming years.
Boruch Shapiro: simply outstanding! How do you do it? Your song writing talent is really something from another planet.
Which is why its soo much better than everything else. You da man!
Yitzy Lebo: When I read the list of who was on my team and saw that you were on it I was thrilled. It was because of you
that we were able to win most of the sports! Thanx a million for everything and also for the doughnuts!
Aryeh brecher: you do a great toty nooo with the perfect amount of seriousness and humor all blended together. Thanks
also for your help by activities!
Yosef Birnbaum: you put together an amazing volleyball team. And you coached it like it was a mlv game! Thanks for
being there! And thanks to the whole team as well!
Shaya winiarz: you make an awesome guard for a guardian! And you ran like a pro, I know its not your fault 
Moti cohen: once again you came through in clutch. Knowing that you were on my team made me rset easy knowing that
all the props would be taken care of.
Moshe herman: yu really knew how to guard that pancake! You earned your little snack.!
Kobe: who knew that you were such a master at simon sez? It was great having you on the team! Thanx!
And so with these sweet sweet words it is time to stop typing. Once again I apologize if I left someone out. Flatbush: you
rock! And always remember: if you can see the hinges the door swings to you.

Chaim Y. Gitelis
August 8th
Younger kids get ice cream!!

New York State In General
To the non 4rth place team of New York State formerly known as All City/Monsey Park congrats, we made it. Now I will
like to clarify who helped become the runner runner up. A simple litmus test would be A) if you need a siddur for your
aliyah, then out of towners, here’s your sign. B) If you while driving you would cut off your own grandmother, then
flatbushees, here’s your sign. All others, WELCOME.
Now this could never have happened without the CEO of night
activities Rabbi Lichtman. I would like to thank the other esteemed generals. Fishel it was great learning with you, being
your cobunk and Mazel Tov. Dani, hello from hiwwew weinweb.
As for the staff who worked tirelessly of who
there is a particular order:
Aron (uri) S. thanks for your guidance and the amazing song. Under different
circumstances it would have been the icing on the cake. I love the red cape. And thanks for covering the volleyball game.
We definitely set the record. Kal your masterful presentation of a power hungry pig was awe inspiring. And thanks for
the help preparing for this day. I could not have gotten on to that stage without your help cg
Yoini L. who would have
known that a pig like you would be such a great composer.
Eli Reuven G,
OINK
Eli Brand you are the
link between the team. What does that mean. S. Pollak thanks for helping with the skit and we would have won the volleyball
games if you weren’t injured.
Chaim H. the activities were perfect with every counselor handling the right
activity. And I am in the spirit.smf
Boruch R. – you are the true backbone of camp. Without you there would be no
camp. You are camp’s past, present and future. Oh and thanks for taking care of the race.
Thanks goes out to all the staff who took activities A. Schliefstien, B. Barnay, S.Pollack, E. Brand, C. Herbstman, Y.
Leshkowitz, R. Goldbaum, B. Rosenberg, G. Kramer (cosmo), Y. Gold.
Thanks to the faster people on the team Y.Jaraslowicz, Y. Miller, A. Schore, Y. Gold
And to our esteemed volleyball players- A. Schliefstien, C. Herman, B. Rosenberg, R. Goldbaum, Avraham (whos
that?)Kalakstien, Y Gold, Z. (Z-Man) Krasnow,
Aryeh Brecher – A special thanks goes out to the greatest JC in the world. Thank you for running the bunk all the time.
Tank – the year would have been very boring without you. Whether it was the drive to the gym, or on the treadmill with
all the visitors, thanks.
To my bunk- you guys were great. Thanks for backing me up even though you were on the other team.
Thanks for those Thursday night off days by a certain bungalow with certain friends
Y. Aharanoff, Y. Berman, Y. Green, L. Lieberman, Z. Newman, thanks for the beautiful banner. It was inspiring.
Cranium ,Quelf, sunscreen, and Shloimy Hirsch, you guys are the bomb.

Hillel

August 9th
Visiting Day!!

Out of Town In General
Grassy hills transcended by a sense of calm. Pure fresh air comes down and the snow capped mountain peeks, as a
feeling of unity filers through the countryside- OUT OF TOWN- a truly relaxing society.
The great campers of out of town did a great job and came in a close 2 nd place in Neighborhood Day ’09. Firstly I’d
like to thank Rabbi Lictman and the rest of the head staff for giving me this opportunity and for making this one of
the greatest neighborhood days ever. To Hillel and Chaim Yeruchim I couldn’t have asked for better people to go up
against during neighborhood day, you guys are awesome.
Mordy Lichtenfeld- Thanks for the song, the volleyball game and everything else you did when you were really busy,
MAZEL TOV!!!
Tank- The real general of OOT thanks for everything from the skits to the song to helping out with everything you
did it all, you’re a great friend.
Pinny Faska- thanks for the skit, and all your advice throughout it, was great to have you in my team.
Shammai Whitman- thanks for acting in the skit writing the songs, racing and watching our bunk, I’m lucky that I
have such a great J.C. like you thanks for everything.
Aryeh Wielgus- Thanks for acting in the skit you truly are a great actor and just a great guy to be around, thanks.
Yisroel Lowenthal- Thanks for writing the song, it’s a job people don’t realize how hard it is but you wrote a
pumping awesome song, thanks a lot I appreciate it.
Avi Heinekens- Thanks for being in charge of activities and volleyball, you’re an awesome guy- I want to go jogging
every night!!
Yaakov Blobstein- Thanks for acting in the skit and the volleyball game you’re a great guy to have on the team.
Yaakov Abaramczyk- Thanks for taking sports and playing volleyball (with broken glasses) you’re awesome- thanks a
lot.
E.M. Ghoori, E. Gray, A. Katzenstein, Y. L. Jacobowitz, A. Weiss, Kivi Pearl, Y. Rosner, Y. Senft, C. Glicher- Thanks for
helping pumping the guys up by sports, playing volleyball and always being there to help you guys were amazing.
C. A. Gross- Thanks for playing volleyball and of course the race you are the fastest runner I ever saw, thanks a ton.
I would like top thank bunk Yud (first half) for being an awesome bunk you guys ROCK!! To those I forgot to thank it
was an oversight, I hope you are moichel me. Finally I would like to thank the awesome campers from out of town
for playing for playing and singing their hearts out, and for showing me that the best place in the world to live isOUT OF TOWN! You guys were all great- thank you so much.

Dani

August 10th
Teddy was abducted

ORANGE CHEER

RED CHEER

Breakout broke by everyone
Just a scam – fooling none
Trying something new this year

Eruption in the dining room not new
Like every year we could say we know
You couldn’t tell that it was Pay Day
Maybe cause Gitlis went away

Payday prizes not so great
Team can’t seem to buy a break
Hey Gedalyas actually here
Yitzi & Tank: Orange you’re the rockin crowd!!
Team: Lebos got the power!!
Yitzi & Tank: Come on Orange lets get loud!!
Team: Tank this is your hour!!
Camp is now a big hotel
Laundry doesn’t lose its smell
Landaus has a minyan at ten
Bus for seniors what a shock
Shabbos tish becomes a hock
Hey Gedalyas off again

Eruption in the gym verse Romimu
But not as loud as the Rebbi Q
Golf cart driver getting Meir scared
Why isn’t laundry clean this year
With General George leading us
Leibidike Lebo will be “crushed”
Ornage you may have some history
But this year its RED to victory!!!
New camp t-shirts – no machsom lifi
Small camp filled by veretsky
Wings for supper with Dougie’s sauce
If Howie knew he’d be here of course

Kal the hill is not for you
Copy Tank is what you do
Hey Gedalyas flying away

“Leibidik” change your name its best to do
Your intro showed that OAR’s not for you
Yonah the whale on the hill this hald
Making him lieutenant a good laugh

Kudos: General Yitzchok “Lebedige”, Lieutenant
Tank, AZ Herby, Mordache HaTzaddik, Yevonish
Bizyoinish, Shamai, Eli Brand, Carrot-tops &
skunks

Kudos: George and the twerps, Boruch, Yakov
Sprecher, I have to go to the bathroom, Bais
Refoel parking lot, Music during 3 weeks, Moshe
Hirsch, Peter, Areyeh W.

August 11th
7th grade goes to Niagara – 4th, 5th, 6th goes to Binghamton
8th, 9th grade go crazy!

RED MARCHING SONG

ORANGE MARCHING SONG
An army made up of the Jews around the world
Serving their king with love
Constantly striving to heed his commands
Accepting decrees from above

Many men are unemployed
Jobs are scarce – careers destroyed
But with Bituchoin we’ll makeit thru
And have strength to stay frum jews

When Moshe gave over the Torah from Hashem
A nation untied as one
Our mission to listen without asking why
Naseh Vneshma Kiechad

A young man – who lives in pain
Surgeries that seem in vain
With his Siddur davens constantly
Trusts his Av will have mercy – OH!

Malcainu Melech Avosaino
Throughout our history - our loyalty stayed strong
Even when its unclear - to his Mitzvos we adere
Forever serving him - our whole life long

Avinu We cry to you
Though we fail you love every jew
Our father – Bring us close
Vzocher Chasdai Avos

A story is told of a man long ago
Devotion to his king never swayed
Climb up this tower the king did instruct
All there were sure there was no way
He started his climb with the kings word in mind
He knew his goal – he tried not to stop
When it was too much and he could go no more
The king came and brought him to the top
The lesson from this story all of us can see
Hashem’s ways are not always clear
Still we must abide by all of his commands
Surely then Moshiach will be here

Orphan child – nowhere to turn
No one there to watch and learn
But Hashem won’t let him go astray
Showing him the Torah’s way
Widow that cannot move on
No one t rely upon
Then she gets the Chesed that she needs
Avinu is what she sees
Every yid must not lose faith
Even in his darkest days
Cause the One above is always near
He is guiding us with care

August 12th
8th 9th grade goes bowling

Orange In-General
Most generals write that they are sitting here at 4 am after eating a pastrami sandwich and they are strapped for time
because the in –general has to make the deadline. However, I am different. I am in fact, sitting here at 12pm in a nice air
conditioned room typing this article while enjoying a nice hot and delicious slice of pizza. Even though we did not win OAR,
as Rabbi Kaufman says, “We’re both winners.” With that in mind, there are a lot of people on the Orange Team that need
to be thanked for doing an amazing job at coming in “second.” I will start by asking mechilla from anybody that may not
have been mentioned in this in- general, therefore I am thanking you now, whoever you may be. Firstly I would like to
thank the Orange Team. You guys were amazing. From the first day up until the very last moment you guys gave it your
all. You played your hearts out, you sang until you had no voices left. You guys pumped up the activities, you ran your
hearts out by the races (five sweeps in a row) and last but not least you guys rocked in the Torah Bowl. You were amazing I
hope you guys had as much fun as I did. Just remember: “Orange you’re the rocking crowd..”
I would like to thank the Head Staff for giving me this great opportunity. I could not have asked for anything more. This
was an amazing experience for me. I would also like to express my hakaros hatov to you for always being there whenever I
needed anything.
Genral George- As I said at the counselor meal, I could not have asked for anyone better to go up against. All the way
through, there was only achdus displayed between both teams. You are truly a great friend and I enjoyed every minute of
this OAR. I had a great time and I hope to share in many Simchas in the future IY”H.
Lt. “AKA” Tank- I really enjoyed having you on my team, you are one of a kind (well if you and Kal are one in the same
then that line does not hold true.) Thanks for all the advice throughout OAR on all areas that I needed help in. You are a
great guitarist (slam!!) I had a blast being your neighbor first trip you rocked the house and remember, “You will always be
my neighbor.”
A.Z. Herby- What can I say, you are truly an amazing person. You do so much in such a slick way. You are extremely
talented, acting, song writing dealing with “all the politics,” I really appreciate all the hard work that you put in to make
this OAR an unforgettable one.
Chosson Mordy- Wow!! Even with your very busy schedule you made time to write songs, act in the play and take
activities. That is amazing! You are truly great. Thank you for being there whenever needed even on a day to day basis.
Can’t wait to dance with you soon IY”H.
Moshe Shlomo Hirsch- We need bagth!! You are truly a one man wrecking crew. You managed to act in the skits (whether
there physically or in other forms,) direct an entire play (including head an amazing props crew) and still find time to lose
your cars key, that is an amazing feat. You rock the house, I had a blast working with you. Thanks.
Chosson Chaim Fischel- Spectacular is the only word to describe your amazing talents. You also had other plans and you
still found time to produce an amazing masterpiece. I loved both your serious acting and your humorous skit, “look it’s a
bird.” You are truly talented. I can’t wait to dance with you soon IY”H.
Nechemia Isbee- When I found out that you were on my team I was relieved. I knew that I had someone with experience to
take the activities and races and you did an amazing job at it. Thanks for all the help with the Torah Bowl.
Yoine Leshkowitz- The first thing that stood out when I got the staff list was the name Leshkowitz. Once I saw that, I
knew the songs would be ours. Those songs rocked the house and I could not have asked for anyone better to lead the
songs. You were great in the play and skits as well.
Cosmo and M. Rupp- You guys are now officially “The new Torah Bowl guys.” You have a future in this area and you guys
pulled off an amazing win. Thank you for your willingness to test and test and test until you drilled it into the camper’s
heads. You pulled off your first of hopefully many big wins to come in the future. Thank you.

August 13th
Carnival Day!! 

Orange In-General (cont.)
Shamai Whitman- Amazing!! The song writing, the acting in the skit, you were all around. The acting in that skit was
unreal. You played the part so well, it looked as if you actually had encountered someone like that before. Thanks, and I
know that we will be seeing more of you to come.
Aryeh Brecher- You played that Nazi part extremely well, you were great. The costume was cool as well. You were not only
a great actor, but you played a major role in the props and I would like to thank you for taking upon yourself all that work.
Thanks for the acting in the play as well, I can tell that you do not take after Shimshy lol.
C.A. Gross- Thanks for taking my bunk for the basketball game, the win was clutch. You are great at what you do. Thanks
for the race help, and for handing out the nosh, it really added a lot to the races, and your appearance added a lot as well.
To the greatest psyche team: A. Brecher, Y. Lax, Z. Neuman, A. Weiss, S. Berger, N. Hoffman and T. Goldbaum- Words can
not describe how good you guys were. From the creation of great new chants to the pumping up of the Orange team, you
were amazing. You guys really did a phenomenal job, thanks.
To the Cleanup crew: Y. Berman, Cosmo, T. Lieberman, Y. Lax and S.B. Pollack- You guys know how to use brooms very
well. The fact that every single bed was made and that every bunk was clean was all due to you guys. Thanks for
everything.
To all those who tested for the Torah Bowl: Y. Abramczyk, C. Glicher, M. Neuberger, S. Pollack, B. Rosenberg, T.
Lieberman, M. Wein and B. Kahan- The win was all due to your hard work and diligence. You guys took out time to test
and you did a great job at it, just remember they now know more because of you!
To all those who took activities: Y. Birnbaum, Y. Abramczyk, C.Glicher, C.A. Gross, M. Herman, M. Kohn, M. Neuberger,
C. Herby, S. Pollack, B. Rosenberg, L. Lieberman, S.B. Pollack and Y. Miller- Although we were not victorious on all of the
games, I can tell that you guys gave it your all. You tried your hardest to bring us the win. Thank you for being there and
adding a tremendous amount to the Orange team.
To the amazing props crew: M.S. Hirsch, M. Kohn, A. Brecher, Jack Stefansky and T. Zazulia: In all my years I have never
seen such nice work. Those scenes were amazing, especially the lab one. I really was impressed to see how well all of you
worked together and how at the end of the day the job was done. You guys were the play, without you the play would have
had no starting point. Thank you.
To all the actors (both play and skits): Eli Brand, S.B. Pollack, T. Goldbaum and B. Kahan- For the most of you, thanks for
making your big debuts on the Camp Agudah stage for the Orange team. You guys were great, you all have a big future in
the field of acting.
Dani Stein- Thank you for doing the lights, I know that you were very busy and you really had other plans. Thanks for
being there to deal with all that needed to be taken care of, you know what I mean. You are a great friend, thanks.
My Parents- Thank you for all the advice throughout OAR it really added a lot. Those pants and the nosh were
unbelievable. Thank you also for hearing me out about the journey up for the play.
Bunk Yud Tes (first trip)- I know all of you wanted to be on the Orange team. Quite frankly, you guys were. From the
cheering, to the singing to the after party you guys were great. Words can not describe your devotion to the Orange team.
That after party was off the wall, I loved it, and it really added a lot to the whole OAR experience. I had a great time this
summer, I hope you did as well.

General Yitzi “Liebeidike” Lebo

August 14th
Another nice Friday

Red In-General
We did it! We broke the streak! The red team actually won! Ever wonder who named this an in general?
What does in general even mean? Well whatever it means the idea is to thank the people responsible for
making this victory possible (which certainly was not me). I know I will leave out people and I sincerely
apologize, but naturally I have lost all of my papers and everything I am writing is from memory, which
has had a habit of failing me in the past. So in no particular order, here goes:1st and foremost to the people
I left out, thanks for everything. (Bet you didn’t think you’d be the first on the list, huh? You’re welcome.)
To the greatest head staff in the world- thanks for the opportunity and for forcing me to stay in camp for
two days straight. Rabbi Karfiol and Rabbi Wolf- Thanks for cutting me some slack and letting me do
what I have to do. (At this point it is not yet official so in case anyone is reading the yearbook computer
and is completely out of the loop I don’t want to give it away but I’m sure you know what I mean.) Once
we’re on the topic, George- Thanks for everything .Sorry I only spoke to you four times during OAR, I
could never have done this with you And guess what? I just finished a bag of twerps. (I love it that the
whole camp has to read my private jokes.) Yitzy Lebo- Couldn’t think of a better person to beat (besides
Shimshy maybe). In all seriousness it was an absolute pleasure to go up against you and I really had a
great time. Also thanks for buying the alcohol. (Meir Frischman if you are reading this I meant the iced
tea, just a typo.)Lt. Kal- Thanks for your help with the skit, plays, activities, and just about everything.
You have set the standard for all future lieutenant generals. And I’m sorry we didn’t use your banner, it
just wasn’t fair to orange because they didn’t have an artist. A Schleifstein- Thanks for your song writing,
acting, psyche, and for being the real general just without a general shirt. And thanks for the davening
jacket. B. Shapiro- The songs were absolutely incredible, your coaching was amazing (or maybe you just
can’t divide teams properly) , your smile is priceless (wow is that cheesy), and your acting was
extraordinary (okay I overdid that one a little) A Wielgus- Hey little bro, the play was incredible, your
acting was even more incredible, and your psyche was awesome ( I gotta learn some new adjectives.) Your
are no longer the future of camp agudah , you are camp agudah. Can’t wait for next year when you won’t
have to be in anybody’s shadow.;-). P. Faska- It’s always good to have the most powerful person in camp on
your team. Thanks for the play, it was incredible, didn’t know you had it in you and for your behind the
scenes work in the skit, all in your soft-spoken way. Couldn’t have done it without you. Also thanks for
letting me have more then 2 pages in the in general. A. Heineman and Y Lowenthal- Thanks for the torah
bowl, usually the general has to run around begging people to do it, it was quite a relief that you took care
of it without complaining, and you did it with extreme efficiency. And I realize how much hard work you
put into it. Sorry we couldn’t pull it off but it definitely was not your fault , and between me, you, and
everyone else reading this article, we only lost by 1 point. Y. Sprecher- Because of your low key manner
most people don’t realize how much you did for our team. Till now, that is. Thanks for the song writing, for
taking activities, and for being there for the team. S. Brecher- Your constant advice from a former general
was crucial for our victory. Also, thanks for the psyche and taking activities. See you in L.A. And yeah I
wanna be, wanna be like Shimshy. D. Stein- Thanks for doing the lights, pulling off a dramatic come from
behind victory in the races,, and your overall encouragement. R. Goldbaum- Your psyche was crucial,

August 15th
Pumping Shabbos

Red In-General (cont.)
and your acting was absolutely incredible, you played the part perfectly; too bad you’re not here second
half. Also, thanks for taking your activities and putting up with volleyball for 16 kids. K. Metcheck- It’s
rare that a rookie counselor in Camp Agudah rises to the top. But you pulled it off. Thanks for your acting,
the activities, and for being there for the team when called upon, without complaining once. It was greatly
appreciated. Also, good job with the Shimshy chant. Y. Fogel- We only won because of the activities so I
guess if anyone can take credit for the victory you’d be the guy. Thanks for doing it without ever
complaining once and thanks for running the psyche team. Y. Beinhron- Your acting in the skits was
amazing. You have a future in this camp. Thanks for sponsoring the popcorn and for turning on your filter
before the skit. Also, thanks for being the loudest guy on the psyche team. Y. Ahranoff. Thanks for taking
your activities, for your part in the play, and for being there for the team without complaining. Y
Schonbrun- Thanks for running cleanup, for taking your activity, and for your all around psyche. E.
Gray- The prop guy usually does the most work and gets the least recognition. Your hard work was
noticed and greatly appreciated. Also, thanks for the psyche. Once we’re on the topic of props M.
Lichtman, A. Thurm, and C Jackobowitz- Thanks for all your help. I realize how much hard work goes into
the props and the things you have to put up with it. I really really appreciate it. . L. Soskin- Thanks for
doing cleanup, for acting, and for psyching up the team. B. Schlafrock- All your hard work was noticed
and appreciated. You truly are the jack of all trades. Y. Rosner- Thanks for taking your activities and for
keeping your easygoing manner. It truly was a pleasure. H Weinreb- Thanks for giving it your most
despite coming off of payday and being sick. Your spirit definitely rubbed off on the rest of the team. S.
Winiarz- Thanks for taking your activities, for your overall psyche, and for being there when called upon.
G. Diamond- Your hard work was noticed despite your chilled out personality. Thanks for all your hard
work and for doing it with a smile. N Gelb- Thanks for your help with activities and for being there for the
team. P. Miller- Thanks for taking my bunk’s basketball game and for your all around psyche. Y.
Borchardt, L. Soskin Y. Roth, Y. Fogel and N. PIlchik- Activities win oars and psyche teams win activities
so do the math this victory is yours. Thanks for everything. To the entire 9th grade- I apologize that I can’t
thank you all personally but as I said I have a bad memory and if I start listing guys I will definitely leave
some people out. So I just want to thank all of you for all your help; from testing the campers in the torah
bowl, playing your hearts out during activities, and creating the red team spirit, we could not have done
this without you guys. Bunk Chof- Thanks for giving me an awesome 1st half and for giving it all you got
in oar. I’m sorry I wasn’t always around but by now I imagine you’ve figured out why. Too bad I couldn’t
be your counselor second half. Also, thanks for decorating my cubicle, I really appreciated it. And last but
certainly not least to the campers of the red team- This victory was only due to you guys. You gave it
everything you got. From blowing out orange by activities, giving your all by the songs, running your
hearts out by the races, this victory was a piece of cake. Like I told you guys in the beginning, staff doesn’t
win oar, campers do. And yeah, THE RED TEAM ROCKS THE HOUSE….

General Gedalya
August 16th
Elephants and Cammels come to camp
Color War Breakout 

GREEN CHEER SONG

BLUE CHEER SONG

Breakout a week early, totally confused
Arabs steal the show, dogs who refused
Obama on the camel, just | missing the garb
Next time try Schilit’s golf cart
Gedalya – Green team’s gonna rock
Team – Gedalya at the top
Gedalya – We have this one secure
Team – The win | is our for sure |
Shimshy Amaleus won’t do time for you to go down with
blue
Where 7th grade did go, no one did know
Binghamton gevald, non tzinius show
Seniors all whning, don’t dare boo
Only one’s at steak bbq
BACK TO HIGH
Wateerbury Shimshy intro just a screm
Stick to camp chof ches Rabbi Wolf’s team
With General Gedalya off every day
Askonim will dance to L.A.

Big breakout | animals all around
Both George’s | nowhere to be found (clap)
Ge-dal-ya | don’t say yes you can
Like Barack | you have no plan
Gedalya you are busy, never here (clap)
Lucky your bunk is dead this year (clap)
We wanna be like Shimshy, win this war (clap)
He’s gonna lead us, like he won OAR
Shimshy & Tank: Come on blue tell them how
TEAM: RIDING HIGH WITH SHIMSHY
Shimshy & Tank: Where we goin’ tell ‘em now
TEAM: ALL THE WAY TO VICTORY
Shimshy & Tank: Come on blue team tell them how
TEAM: RIDING HIGH WITH SHIMSHY
Shimshy & Tank: Where we goin’ tell ‘em now
TEAM: TO VIC-TO-RY
Juniors treat | trip what a special day
B-mets game | seniors kept away (clap)
Shabbos tisch | Leshko who are you
Now Shloime | don’t say OOOH-OOOH! (clap)

BACK TO HIGH

BACK TO HIGH

August 17th
First Day of Color Wat

GREEN MARCH SONG
Throughout Am Yisroel ,there always were a few
Looking after every single jew
Whenever theres a call ,prepared to take the fall
No task to them is very great or small
As galus passes through ,many souls are left behind
Their neshamos cannot wait to shine
The help of those who care, bringing their souls near
Mikayaim nefesh achas That he holds so dear –Holds
so dear!

BLUE MARCH SONG
A young boy starting off in cheder
Struggling to learn the aleph bais
Every ois a new test constantly gives his best
Learning what the torah is all about
Now a bochur in yeshiva
Following the words his rebbe says
From morning to the night toiling with all his might
Totally immersed in torahs ways
TOTALLY IMMERSED IN TORAHS WAYS
Ameilim oy oy batorah
Our dream our goal our very soul
The best mesorah
Gedolim oy oy batorah
Guiding lights forever in our life

ASKANIM-throughout our history
With a smile they devote b’lev chafshi
Askanim are always by our side
With their hearts full of love opened wide
In times of desperate need for comforting
Alleviate the pain and make them more at ease
Misaskim there , to help all those that grieve
They finally survived –but the future seemed unknown
Nowhere to turn nowhere to call their home
The packages received with visa’s to help leave
Giving jews a chance to build a life anew-the special
two!

Now he wakes up for daf yomi
Successful Baal Habaas he has become
Even though he runs a firm he still finds the time to learn
Delving into torah his true work
Now hes older and retired
Memory not what it used to be
But hes still puts up a fight perseveres to do whats right
Realizes that torahs still his life
REALIZES THAT TORAHS STILL HIS LIFE
HIGH

BACK TO HIGH
People calling out as their jobs are falling short
Where’s the funds that we need for support
The mosdos that we have show our help is near

Through lifes many different stages
Pnly one goal to keep in sight
Learning torah nuch un nuch one can never get enough
Ameilus Batorah is the way
Ameilus Batorah is the way
HIGH

BACK TO HIGH

August 18th
Second Day of Color War

GREEN THEME SONG

BLUE THEME SONG

st

September 1 ,1939
The prelude to the darkest of our times
Europe now in flames ,Yidden frightened counting their days
When will they finally get away
Then one eve R’Farber leaves
Left behind are children one thru nine
Begins to wonder about the danger his family may face
Who will help solve this very case

Once there was a special yid that lived
In kiev, leib mezlik was his name
The year was 1951, communist Russia
Beneath the rule of stalin he remained
Numerous great mitzvos he performed
Although he was a simple poshut yid
Invited many shabbos guests, assembling a sukka
Imprisoned for the mitzvos he did

Oy! Hakodesh boruch hu we beg you to please send
Through your mighty plan-askonims helping hand
Oy! The suffering-the many tears we cried
Their voicewe can rely through our troubling times
TROUBLING TIMES

Hashem our father – we want you to know
We yearn to understand all your torah
At times it may seem tough- we will never give it up
Viheegisah boi yomom vilayla

There’s one address where he can turn to
Mr. Bunim with his love for every jew
Take some money and his country will clearly see
You can providefor your large family

Two whole years he remained in their hands
But to his fa-mi-ly there came no word
Then in 1953, the Russians fin-lly set him free
His family in shock by what they heard

Sorry Farber-It can’t really be
So much money ammased in just one week
Our group can’t help you unless it’s done within the legal way
For now your children will have to remain

For two years I sat inside my cell
No distinction between day and night
Only saw one officer, who would bring my daily meal
Sat in solitude and without light

BACK TO HIGH

HIGH

Back to bunim-what do I do now!
Things seem so hopeless; don’t worry –just calm down
I’ll place a call for you to that very jewish agency
Your family then will finally be free!

Father how is it that you survived?
Amazing that your actu-lly standing here
All alone in a jail cell, sitting in the dark and cold
Conditions that do seem too much to bear

Through your window a rock I will throw
With all the news to witness my whole show
So respond quickly unless you want the world to look at you
As people who turn down your fellow jews

He answers “I know much torah baal peh”
I studied it and learnt with all my might
Though the room was dark and cold, I continued learning it
Saving me, the torah was my light

BACK TO HIGH

HIGH

August 19th
Third Day of Color War
… and the winner was BLUE!!!

GREEN ALMA-MATTER SONG
Far away –learning night and day
Summer of ’09 –nowhere in my mind
Days go by –comes decision time
What I clearly see –it is just not for me

BLUE ALMA-MATTER SONG
Same place – yes its grand sing night
As we rise the summer fades from sight
Almer mater time has come we all hear the rabbis call
Bringing back great memories to all

Sitting by reunion A.M.K.
Chat with friends of mine-made through summer time
Good times had –watched the video
Mem’ries start to flow –OH! How can I not go!

This place has things so unique
You are friends with every one you meet
And when shabbos does arrive it is clear for all to see
Why camp agudah is ruach country

OH! Agudah –the love I feel for you is known
You’re the only place – I’m privileged to call my home
All the friendships made –the many lessons that are learned
Cannot say good-bye –just for one more week I yearn!
AGUDAH!!

Agudahs been around for now sixty eight years
No wonder leaving brings to tears
As the years pass on by you mean much more to me
Im proud to say that I am from ruach country

OH! Agudah –although it’s time to depart
You’re forever very deep inside my heart
There’s no better way to spend all my summer days
Always will I be –a part of your family- RUACH
COUNTRY!!
I begin walking into camp
Glad that I am here –actually came back
Anouncement’s made –come hear Rabbi K’
Boruchim Haboim –now I am here to stay!
Excitement builds every thrilling day
Trips that are galore; great carnival day
All enjoyed neighborhood and oar
And the achdus we displayed throughout our color war

Take a look around, see everyone embrace
You cant tell wars just taken place
What a summer it was in every single way
Feels like camp just started yesterday
Meir camp was built by you
We give thanks, for every thing you do
Though the summer is so short, it just last for eight short weeks
We all realize, your job is a all year feat
This camps led by rabbi k
Our guide, in every single way
Camp agudah is in luck that we have someone like you
You epitomize a torah jew

BACK TO HIGH
HIGH

A day so dear –shabbos kept right here
Rabbi Bald standing above –his zmiros we do love
The taam we have –Mrs. Lankry’s food
Rabbi Schwebel and his staff we want to say thank you

Zoom flume compounce great escape
Carnival in gym, it was still great
Rabbi Feuer came to camp he is full of energy
Representing true ruach country

D’votion shown –something so unknown
The headstaff that we owe –we thank you for our growth
Our dear chief –camp is on his mind
Meir –how can we repay you for your time!

The lodge was redone this year
Gedolim who come from far and near
And the staff games we play here, our gym so very loud
They all know a camp agudah crowd

BACK TO HIGH

HIGH

Packing day –I begin to cry
As the tears roll down my cheeks –the smile,is so wide
Can’t believe summers end is near
Theres no need to be afraid –I won’t doubt it next year!!!

Same place- end of grand sing night
Now we stand, the summers out of sight
Yes the scores will be announced, we will the rabbis call
It doesn’t matter achdus shared by all

August 20th
Lazy Day
Pruz Concert

Blue In-General
Well…. It’s only 3:45 a.m, I still got some time to vasikin. It’s just a couple of hours since those amazing words… “And the winner was blue!!!” As the Rabbi said, we
all won. I think that we all had an amazing time no matter what side we were on, but there just had to be one team with more points, and that team happened to be us.
I don’t think I could have had this feeling without having worked with Gedalya Wielgus. I’m really looking forward to share in your real simcha in L.A.
I would firstly like to thank every member of the head staff for giving me such an amazing opportunity of being general.
I would like to thank the campers of the winning team of blue; it was you guys that are responsible for this victory, and it was such a pleasure working with every single
one of you. You guys went that extra mile and did more then you had to, from activities to the actual grand sing, you guys were close to perfect and it was because of
YOU that we won.
Now I want to thank the staff who worked so hard on behalf of our team to bring the victory home:
A.Shleifstein- Words alone cannot express my gratitude to you; you led me through every step of the way, from breakout to the Alma matter and everything in between.
Your song writing and acting were amazing; I don’t see any way we could have pulled anything like this off without all of your hard work. Thank you so so much.
S. Hirsch- If I had to give the title lieutenant it would go to you, your being there and helping out in just about every decision was really soothing, and I don’t see how
we could have done it without you. That play was amazing, sorry you hurt your leg. And don’t say ooooh. Thanks a million!
N.Stern- You are the guy that doesn’t take credit for anything and you deserve the world, from, the banner to the play and skit it was really fabulous. Thanks for all that
tireless effort; I appreciate every bit of it.
M. Lichtenfeld- Thank You so much for doing all that you did so professionally, those dvar halachos, and banner presentations were amazing, and your song creativity
added a ton, your talent at getting others involved was greatly appreciated
Y. Kaplovits. When I saw you on my team the 1st night of color war I was extremely relieved. Well I’m not sure where to start really, everything from skits, play, to the
grand sing, to your chant, I don’t know how you’re able to do so much, see you in Yeshiva, Thanks.
T. Abramczyk- You did a most amazing job leading the grand sing and songs in general. The grand sing would not have been the same without you leading it, I knew
you could do it and so did everyone else as well. Thank You so much!
C. Gitelis- That skit and play were amazing, the kids really loved it, you are so talented. Thanks for doing a ton, I wish there was more room to mention everything that
you did, looking forward to dance at your chasuna.
Aryeh Brecher- If I could have chosen 1 guy to be my brother in camp, it would probably be you, from skits, to plays to psyche you just didn’t stop, you made sure that
everything was done perfectly and perfect it was indeed.
Y. Lowenthal- I was relieved when I heard that you were on my team, the effort that you put into that Grand Bechina was immense and well appreciated, that victory
was a thriller, and you really got the kids to know it well.
M. Kohn- I don’t know how you did it, but you just did! You gave the team 3 sleepless nights and it was well worth it, those costumes came out amazing, and it was all
thanks to you.
E. Fogel- Ok where do we start from hmm… Your organizational skills were a tremendous part of our victory, from taking charge of activities, to the grand march you
did it all in your professional manner, and deserve huge credit for the victory.
T. Zazulia- You were one of the biggest assets to our victory, you had everything planned from props to balloons and everything in between, everything went so smooth
thanks to you.
M. Papa- You rock man, Meir Papa, Meir Papa what does he do…… TTO, I don’t think that you even realize what a difference it was having you on our team, you did
everything with such pleasure you are one of a kind. Thanks
P. Herbstman- You do so much with so few recognizing it. It was huge, your overall willingness to help was immensely appreciated. Sorry the races were rained out,
I’m sure we would have won them.
Y. Aberbach- It’s truly a pleasure working with you, from the play to the activities, you put it all in, Thanks for all of you hard work, it was well noted of.
N. Simon- That banner was one of the most gorgeous pieces of art; I still cannot believe how you were able to pull that off in such a short amount of time. I owe you big
time. Thanks.
H. Weinreb- The unglamorous work that you do during color war, makes color war what it is. Thanks for all that you did. You contributed in a huge way. Thanks as well
for taking care of the grand sing booklets.
Y. Joselit- Thanks for all that you did, that psyche team was amazing, it really pumped up the kids, I saw the difference, and everything you did was just unbelievable.
C.A. Gross- Thanks for your help with just about everything, you truly got the kids into it and your coaching was immense as well, Thanks for doing everything in your
power to help us win.
M. Feivelson- I think that I only saw you during color war when you were sweating away, which was just about all day, I don’t know what you run on but you just don’t
stop, everything you did was superb. Thanks a lot.
M. Kobe- It was such a pleasure to get to know you over the summer, you were just so great to have and I immensely appreciate it.

August 21
Last Friday of the summer

(cont.) Blue In-General
Chanoch Glicher- I’m gad your talent finally came out, you were hilarious during the skits and plays, everything you did was so amazing, you really have a bright future
up on the stage. Thanks.
C. Herbstman- Thanks for all that overall effort, it was well noted of and appreciated.
S. Winiarz- Thanks for all that general help, I appreciate it, your many hours of effort really helped out. Thanks a million.
B. Rosenberg- Thanks for all that you did, from sports and on, everything done with a smile. You were just fabulous.
Y. Ahranoff- Thanks for getting involved, I saw the difference, and I really appreciate it, the kids really look up to you.
S. Whitman- it’s only your 2nd year as a staff member? You were such an indescribable addition to the team that I won’t even begin to mention, that song writing was
amazing, thanks for all of your hard work.
T. Goldbaum- Your future in camp is as bright as the sun, you don’t stop. Thanks so much for organizing cleanup. I know it’s a tough job, and you perfected in it.
Thanks for all that psyche as well.
Y. Schonbrun- Thanks for all of your volunteering and getting others involved, it was really appreciated.
S. Drazin- You rock man! You were just great, thanks for helping out with the greatest psyche team ever and everything else that you did.
A.Z. Wolf- You were so spectacular to work with, your skills at organizing all the tough work were just great and errorless I really appreciate it.
N. Gurwitz- You were so amazing, I thank you for always being there to help and analyze, and your coaching was extremely appreciated. Thanks a lot. KIT.
U. Katlowitz- You were really great working with, everything that you did was amazing. I truly appreciate it all.
Y. Smilow- In your quiet way you added so much to the team, Thanks a ton for getting involved.
P. Miller- You did awesomely dude! I never knew you can get so loud, Thanks for all of it. Shteig away KIT
S. Batalion- Your offering to help with anything was noted and appreciated, Thanks for that hard work.
L. Perlow- Thanks for being around to help. I really appreciate it.
Y. Gold- You really pumped it up, from sports to everything you did, I owe you big!
S. Zagelbaum- Thanks a lot for the work
A. Stern- I appreciate all that you did.
Y. Rosenberg- You were awesome. Yakov, you were there every step of the way, not just offering but actually doing. Without mentioning any specifics, you did a ton,
and I’m glad you were on my team.
Z. Neuman- Thank you for being there when you were asked to help out, I can’t thank you enough.
Alex Herbstman- You were great. Thanks so much.
Y. Borchardt- I know you were busy but that work was noted of. Thanks.
Y.E. Becher- Thanks for the tireless effort that you put in.
E. Srebro – Thanks for being around and offering to help.
Y. Lubin- You were fabulous, and really stepped up to the plate. Thanks
B. Klein- Your work for the Grand bechina really contributed towards that thriller, I owe you so big, and you really did a ton.
Z. Ecksein- Thanks for all that work, it was all amazing.
I cohen- Thanks a lot
M. Berman- It was a pleasure to have you on our team. Thanks.
D. Ackerman- Everything you did came out just great.
Y. Karman- Thanks for being who you are.
E. Frischman- You have a huge future here in camp, Thank You!
Mandel- You were a great addition to the team helping out immensely with the song writing. You have such an amazing talent, and added a ton to camp’s spirit overall
this summer.
M. Yoffe- Thanks for your tireless efforts with the costumes.
Teitelbaum- Your murals were a dream, it was great learning that we have such talent from campers.
M. Wein- Your tireless work to the team was something you had to see to believe, from balloons to costumes and everything else. Thanks.
Bunk Chof Ches- you guys were amazing, a true dream bunk, Thanks for putting up with me during color war, I’m still shocked at how well you dudes decorated the
bunk. You guys went beyond the call of duty and were a huge asset to our victory, from the costumes, to the grand sing you guys were just unbelievable, I wish I could
mention each one of you individually. I appreciate all that you guys did for me over the summer and hope that we can keep in touch.
I beg Mechila if there is anybody who I left out, it was certainly not done on purpose, and I appreciate all that anyone did. Keep In Touch.

General Shimshy
August 22nd
Last Shabbos 

Green In-General

We did it! We pulled off second place. There’s an old Confucius saying “Better to come in
second then in second to last.” That being said I must thank all the people that made this
possible. If I leave you out please keep in mind that when you always read the in general and it
says that the general is writing this at 2:30 in the morning its true, it’s 2:30 right now and I’m
totally falling asleep, but trust me I really appreciate whatever you have done. Now to the people
I do remember. Shimshy- I could not have picked a better opponent to go up against. It was an
absolute pleasure, I’m sorry about my stellar calling the flips but you won the one that counted.
And honestly you guys deserved to win you really gave it your all. Aba- Thanks for the constant
advice, the pastrami sandwiches, and giving me therapy after my loss (That was a joke.) ImaThanks for coming out even though it was past your bedtime, and for staying for a full song.
George- Thanks for your understanding during color war, and for coming out. Small world. To
the entire head staff- Thanks for giving me this opportunity, for being understanding about my
dating life, and most importantly for 16 awesome summers, I’m really gonna miss this place.
And now to my team. There are 4 people that deserve the coveted 1 st spot in the in-general.
Being that I cannot write all 4, I will put them in age order. A.Z. Herbstman- Thanks for being
the older guidng hand in color war. Your constant advice was appreciated. Thanks for the
comedy skit in the dining room, it was hysterical, for taking control over the play, and even
acting in the skit and the play cuz you knew we needed you, and for everything else. P. FaskaIt’s because of you that I got normal sleeping hours during color war. I always wondered how all
the little things in camp get done. Now that I was general, I realize the answer is Pinny Faska.
From being in charge of the props, to the costumes, to picking up food, to printing up our grand
march in 30 seconds, to all the million things I can’t remember now, I could not have done this
without you. S. Leshkowitz- Usually a general has to be busy writing songs, photocopying
sheets,a nd all other music reated things. However, with you I didn’t have to worry once about
anything, every single song knocked, the grand sing was one of the most incredible grand sings
I’ve ever been part of. Thanks for everything. My little bro- You are one class act. You took all
the speeches, psyched up the team, dealt with the costume guys, took care of the play, acted in
the play (which by the way was incredible acting) and was always there for the team. Thanks a
million. A. Heineman- Thanks for working you know what off over the grand bechina. Sorry we
couldn’t pull off the win but trust me it wasn’t your fault, you did everything in a most efficient
manner. Thanks a ton. Y. Lebovitz- The grand march was one of the most incredible grand
marches I have ever seen. Thanks also for taking whatever activities were given too you, and for
psyching up the team. We could use some more Yitzy Lebovitzes. Kal- thanks for the acting in
the skit play and comedy skit. It was all incredible. Also thanks for psyching up the team. Much
appreciated. R. Stern- WOW WOW WOW!! What a banner. You totally outdid yourself this
time. And the most amazing thing of it all is I didn’t hear a peep from you while you were doing
August 23rd
Musical and Banquet

(cont.) Green In-General

it. Truly the most incredible accomplishment from this color war. Y. Sprecher- Thanks for
writing the songs and co-leading them, and all in your easygoing manner. It was an absolute
pleasure working with you. N. Isbee- Thanks for the constant psyche, taking charge of the
activities, and for trying to help for the races that never happened. Keep up the good work. S.
Fixler- The most underappreciated color war people are the costume guys. I don’t know how
you pulled it off but I’m not asking any questions. Also, thanks for the psyche ands cleanup. D.
Stein- Thanks for taking your activities, helping with the grand march , for doing the lights, and
for volunteering your service to whoever needed you. You worked hard and don’t let anyone tell
you otherwise. T. Lieberman- Thanks for doing the balloons which was incredible, and for being
my ironing service. Without you the letters would have beeen off by the 2 nd day. M.G. Kramer,
I don’t know how you do it. Taking the grand bechina while still being there for the team is an
incredible feat. Y. BIrnbaun- Thanks for psyching and for letting us use the grammen. Glad you
came back this year. Y. Berman- Thanks for running cleanup and for being there for the team
when called upon. G. Diamond- Thanks for always smiling and doing z. Kizelnik- Thanks for
offering your services and for taking the basketball game. E. Lankry- You are a nut job. It was
an absolute pleasure having you on my team, your spirit was contagious. Keep it up. S. PollockThanks for taking your activities and keeping your chilled-out manner throughout the whole
color war. M. Neuberger,C. Lieberman, Y. Rosner n> Halbertal- Thanks for taking your
activities and going long with whatever the team needed without complaining. A. KrasnowThanks for the adult choir leading, for your acting in the skit and for you awesome spirit. E.
Schron Thanks for your acting and the psyche. M. Tepper- Thanks for running the psyche team
and for helping with the costumes. E. Gray, S.B. Pollock, M. Lichtman, K. Brecher, R. Pearl, D.
Prdentlich, Y. Lax, E. Skolnick- Thanks for all the extraordinary work with the costumes. They
were incredible. Jack Steff- Thanks for all your help especially with the balloons. D. Ordentlich,
S>B> Pollock.S. Weinreich E. Schron- Thanks for your help with the grand bechina. S. GoldYour speech was absolutely incredible. Something tells me this wasn’t our last time speaking on
the camp Agudah stage. M. Lichtamn, Katty, C. Jacobwutz,, Thurm, Hoffman- I know how hard
the prop guys work and they usually aren’t appreciated. Thanks so much for all your insanely
hard work. C. Fogel- thanks for coming back from your injury to take activities with real
mesirus nefesh. Greatly appreciated. And last but not least to the greatest campers in the world,
the campers of the green team- You Guys gave it your all; from the activities to the grand
bechina, to singing your hearts out in the dining room and at the grand sing, you guys gave it
your most. It was too bad we couldn’t pull off the win but I had a great time with you guys,
better luck next year. See you all in L.A.

General Gedalya.
August 24th
Last day 
Everyone is going home 

“The kick heard around the mountains”
In the wee hours of the morning one morning in camp agudah, arguably one of the one of the
greatest games ever in sports history was played. There were few spectators on hand but, I had
the pleasure of witnessing this epic event. I'm sure that by now you have figured out that I am
talking about the soccer game between the souse chefs in the kitchen VS. the custodial
engineers; in a battle royale to determine which hired help in camp reigns supreme. The prize
purse was huge as well; a chance to go to shoprite with Rabbi Avi Shilit and Rabbi Zev Zucker.
The mood was tense. The kitchen help had barely won the previous playoff game over the
counseler team until Rodrigo kicked a last second goal over a stunned Herby's head to propel
themselves into the championship game. The broom engineers had secured themselves a spot in
the finals with an easy win over the waiters where Slavik deeked the waiters captain Cocky
Batalion to break his ankles and spirit. It was truly the perfect storm between these 2 titan
teams. The Vegas spread heavily favored the kitchen staff because of their experience and
technical know-how to run the industrial sized mixer. It was finally the night of the big game.
The ball was dropped by Rabbi Wolf (who didn't need the “kavod” and only reluctantly accepted)
and the game was underway! The first period ended in a dead locked tie 0-0. The second period
was highlighted by some circus saves by Andre and the green golf cart garbage hitch. At 5:09
into the period Slavik “the polish hammer” kicked a half court shot that barely squeaked by
Fernando. The kitchen help struck back quickly with a goal of their own from their touted rookie
Jose. This leads us to the all important third period. Both teams noticeably stepped up their
games with spectacular ball movement on both ends of the court. At 18:56 into the period coach
Shimon Newmark called a play for the custodial engineers that will go down in history. He pulled
the goalie!!! With Andre now being used as a striker, the kitchen staff felt themselves
backpedaling for the final minute. They admirably held their own until Andre ran a pick-and-roll
for Rambo where he kicked it home, making his Vietnam war veteran buddies very proud. Most
importantly, a wonderful kiddush hashem happened when both teams in achdus complained to the
canteen staff that they shouldn't have to pay for their water.
Excerpt from “Herbert Grover Semantical Origin of Words, Phrases and Whatnot” 1
Kaĺnk (k∙ank, also pronounced K∙↔aфnk)
1. A Greek salad that does not contain vegetables;; rather crushed Hungarian/Romanian (not Poilish) kokosh beans,
fermented and aged in a fermenting and aging cask.
2. The best camp in the mountains, especially on the younger hill.
3. The act of Kalnking, as in I am Kalnking now.
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The meaning of Gratitude
It has been said (although no one is quite sure who said it) that the yeshivas these days do not give
proper English education. This author for one did not believe such rumors. That is, until this summer. It
is a sad predicament indeed when campers ask the question “how much quarters are we playing with”?
good grief! Here is lesson numero uno: quarters are always in four. Hence there are FOUR quarters in a
dollar. Furthermore the question should have been how MANY quarters are we playing with? Lesson
dos:when you get a mosquito bite it itches you. To relive the pain of the itch you must SCRATCH the
afflicted area. You can not itch the itch as that would be counter productive and probably doesn’t even
make sense. Now as you read this you may be wondering why it rained so much this summer. Well… oh
wait… sorry… you may be wondering what this has to do with the title of the article. Well its like this.
Another thing that I have noticed is a rapidly declining vocabulary in the younger generation. For
instance the word quag does not mean a very slow moving object. A quag is a soft wet areaof low-lying
land that sinks underfoot. But I digress. The word I want to speak about is gratitude. Contrary to
widespread belief, when a counselor asks his bunk to show some gratitude he is not asking them to pelt
him with stones and verbal abuse. This is a slight misnomer. To correct this little error and improve the
vocabulary of today’s generation I have included the definition of gratitude as printed in the dictionary
free of charge. Please show some gratitude.
Gratitude (noun)
-a feeling of thankfulness and appreciation. i.e., I was overwhelmed with gratitude.
Fast day horror- not for the faint of heart - As seen by me and told to P. Herbie
The time is right after the fast. The location is the dining room. And the story is crazy. First a little background: I initially noticed this
counselor in the afternoon. He was sitting on his porch with his campers and schmoozing with them. I approached him and asked him how
he’s feeling. He said he was bombed and then proceeded to get into bed to go to sleep. Then chaos erupted. All his campers started
screaming! “get out of bed! Your so lazy! You’re the worst counselor!” mind you, these were campers who were not fasting. I saw other
campers who were fasting playing volley ball but that is neither here nor there. Well. Maybe there but I’m not talking about that.
Moving on. I heard this counselor, who asked to remain anonymous, plead with them: “please, I’m fasting… let me take a little nap…” but
to no avail. His campers continued harassing him and did not let him get one ounce of sleep. I saw him slowly start to lose his temper but
he managed to hold himself back from strangling those that were annoying him. Now to get back to my original story in the dining room.
As I have already said it was right after the fast. I walked into the dining room and saw the waiters putting the food on the tables.
Then the stampede came. All the campers came rushing in swiping all the food onto their plates leaving but a morsel of food for their
counselor. The counselors calmly walked in, sat down and began eating. The aforementioned counselor that I have already mentioned also
came in. I would like to take the next space in this article to remind the reader that his campers were NOT fasting. He sat down and
almost got the food into his mouth when an empty tray was shoved into his face and a camper who I remind the reader once again was
NOT fasting said “get us more food. We’re hungry.” And now I’m sorry to say that the counselor lost it. Literally. He snapped. He
started saying all sorts of nonsensical things before he collapsed in a heap on the floor. His campers looked on and then nonchalantly
said ”oops” and went to find another counselor who would get him food. I who was watching this entire episode taking place was stunned.
How could this be happening? As it turns out there was a logical explanation for the campers’ behavior. I found out afterwards that
that bunk was really aliens from another planet who were trying to make counselors all over the mountains go insane. Sadly they
succeeded in more than one instance. And so I issue this warning to all counselors: if your bunk is misbehaving in a truly ghastly manner
they are most likely aliens.

The staff of Camp Agudah present a play entitled:
Pinny Faska and the Red Head (based on a true story) coming soon to camps around the mountains
Setting: Back of the lodge
Act I Scene I- Pinny Faska: Whats up?
Red Head: Nothin’
Pinny Faska: What do you wanna do today?
Red Head: Nothin’
END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Scene II- Red Head: So what do you wanna do today?
Pinny Faska: The same thing we do everyday… sleep
Red Head: Troz!!
Pinny Faska: that’s zort in a mirror!
Red Head: Point!
END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Act II Scene I – Pinny Faska: Seriously, what do you wanna do today?
Red Head: I seriously wanna sleep
(someone knocks on door)
Red Head: Leave!!!
Pinny Faska: Whose there?
Fred: Fred
Pinny Faska: Oh.
END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Scene II- Red Head: What you want?
Fred: Nothin’
Pinny Faska: Oh.
END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Scene III- END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Scene IV- Fred: Come on, let me in!
Red Head: *sighs* fine.
Pinny Faska: Why?
Fred: Why not?
END SCENE
Setting: Back of the lodge
Scene V- Pinny Faska and Red Head: So Fred, what do you wanna do today?
Fred: Nothin’.
END SCENE
Written by: Tankxs, Leboxs and Gitelisxs

Herring
This year in camp I was finally introduced to the most amazing food on the planetHerring. There are a few major players in the herring family. There is shtiglets and
heimish (pronounced Haymash) and of course there is Matjas. Now, as a recent member on
the herring band wagon, I cant say I truly understand the full dynamics or the
fundamental differences between the different types but Matjas is a fan favorite. It is
well rounded, full bodied, and compact. The flavor explodes on your taste buds like
fireworks on the 4th of July. The salt hits your pallet and you can't help but feel like
you're really coming closer to Hashem. The texture of the herring is also notable. It is
as soft as the world's finest truffle for only a mere fraction of the cost. Its' red color
makes it pair well with a nice red semi-dry Cabernet that's in season. The onions that
come inside that little Tupperware are divine as well. They are a little slice of heaven
with that wonderful salted fish. Truly the icing on the proverbial cake. The oil inside
maybe tempting to taste however use careful discretion due to its intense flavor. Now
as far as the proper way to eat it, it's very simple. Take a plastic fork, jab it in, slap it
on some Keichel and you're set. That's the true beauty of this delicacy. It travels well
and eats like a meal or snack all day, any day. If you do practice this habit though the
wise bet would be to bring a toothbrush or mouthwash with you constantly. I would like
thank the Swan Lake grocery guy for convincing me to buy it that first week, you were
right it did change my life.

President Sean Evan Hirsch

A bowling alley deferred
There are few constants in life that we can rely on day in and day out. We as humans are creatures of habit and thus we search for these
constants as a proverbial backbone as it were. It is also said that each person's own life and surroundings are a microcosm of the
universe. The town of Liberty, New York is no different. The most obvious staple of Liberty is Shoprite, and to a lesser extant, Camp
Agudah. But the title of this article implicates perhaps a more subtle diamond in the rough. I am of course referring to Liberty Lanes
bowling alley. This “mom and pop” business has been around for 40 years and with the will of the almighty, will be around for 40
more. Let me give you a little insight about the domain, this “palace of bowling pins.” I will begin with owner, although he has
probably been inhaling that bowling shoe air freshener for a bit too long (if you know what I mean), he still manages to entertain the
masses with his empty threats about killing the patrons; as well as calling for a Kiddush Hashem. This year he has upgraded the alley
with a flat panel display that shows all the folks who have passed through this year. It's kind of like a most wanted list that hangs in the
post office. The rest of that staff is equally gifted. They manage to both walk AND chew gum at the same time, a novelty around these
parts. The decor of the alley is truly second to none. The way the dim lighting masks people's when you're trying to have a
conversation with them is a nice touch. As is the menacing signs that threaten you to eat behind the counter. Items like this make you
really feel at home and welcome. Moving on to the amenities of this bowlers paradise, aside from the world class lanes that would befit
the prince of a third world backwards murderous country, the alley also has a vast array of arcades. Sure the pinball machine only has 1
ball, the basket ball game has no net, the shooting game has a homogenous mix of aliens cowboys who want to kill the president, the
pool table is a robust 3 feet long, the air hockey table was a gift from president Gorbachov when the cold war came to an end, the claw
machine only has one hook, and lastly NFL BLITZ stars the rookie quarterback Joe Namath, we can learn a valuable lesson from this,
one must look beyond the physical and more into the metaphysical to truly appreciate an item's worth. Another feature I like in
particular is the fact that there are no lights in the parking lot. It shows that the proprietor is committed to the old guard and will not
change his or compromise his strong core values and fundamental beliefs. The accolades that I have bestowed on the alley give merely
a glimpse into its' true greatness. You truly have to go in to appreciate everything that it has to offer. I encourage you to make it a stop
on all future vacations in Liberty so you too will understand why I have dubbed this the crown jewel of Liberty. Oh and don't forget
Tuesdays are league night and they don't open till 7:30pm so call ahead.
Enjoy !

Top 10 things lifeguards always get asked:
1.
How much do you get paid?
2.
Can I triple up?
3.
Is the water cold & did you turn on the heaters today?
4.
Why do I have to have a buddy?
5.
Can I go down the slide even though I’m not a deep water swimmer and I’ll go right away to the
shallow?
6.
Can I take a pretzel from the shack?
7.
Why do you care if you get wet, aren’t lifeguards supposed to get wet?
8.
Can I go down the slide backwards?
9.
What does Shalom Lerner do?
10. Would you pay me if I jumped in with my clothes on (kudos to Nesanel Hoffman)?
By: Yitzy Roth & Zevi Schwab

CA 09
The first thing I remember when I opened my eyes was a plastic shrink-wrap .I felt caged there was a box around me and a
cover over me. Through the murky view that the plastic afforded me I was able make out the dim silhouettes of people
passing in front of me . Occasionally a person would come and feel me but then walk away. Then one day I heard a voice
“Take this one for the Camp Agudah order”. Two strong hands lifted me up and put me in a box It was cold, dark and
cramped in the box. I heard some of the smaller ones crying quietly to themselves, but I was brave and strong. I wanted
out. Off the shelf and into the game. After being banged about in the box (my personal box helped cushion the blows)for
days as I was shipped upstate I was finally carried up a huge hill and placed in storage yet again. I bided my time
,watching the other objects in my box slowly disappear in to the world.
Finally I heard the summons. “We need another volleyball, take one out of the back.” I was pulled out of the dust and into
the glorious sunlight, a big black marker lovingly labeled me CA09. I was taken out to be played on court 3. O what joy
[BAM]…sailing through the air to the back line…[BAM]back to the other side…back… forth… back… forth I went. This
was the moment I was created for. It was the first day on the job and I was on a massive high. At the end of first activity, I
was placed in a chute which led back to the room which had my storage rack. Then moments later I was taken out again.
To describe the anticipation I felt while waiting for the first serve would be impossible…[BOOM] I was over the
net…[BANG] I was slammed…[BAM] the serve… the game was played out and the winning team returned me to my
chute after they were done with me. My third time wasn’t so lucky. After the game some big strong sore-loser whacked
me. I sailed up…over the net…over the gate…and into the go-kart track where I bounced and got stuck in a tire. That
night, when I was still naively waiting to be returned to my home it rained. I was cold tired and miserable but I couldn’t
sleep because some idiot decided to give one last good hit.
I waited for days, my gorgeous white coat was now brown with mud. I had made friends with the local frogs. About two
weeks later a day-camper was looking for one of my friends under the tires when he stumbled across me. Instead of
picking me up and polishing off all that mucky stuff on me, he had the nerve to kick me. Out of my tire I flew and into the
forest. The next few days I passed in a delirious state , I barely remember much of what happened then, but I was told by
my friend Dodgeball CA02 (who has recently been reported missing). There had been an announcement made that
whoever returns equipment to the equipment shack will get a free slush in the canteen. Some kid who wanted a free slush
had decided to go down to the woods and return the ball he saw there five days ago. The rest of my days in camp went by
pretty uneventful, except that I was used every activity because none of the other volleyballs had been as lucky as I .
My story would end here except I have one more episode to recount. It happened not one week after I was returned, that I
was taken out for second activity. And instead of being returned to the shack, then being taken out again by him again for
leagues after lunch. Some genius decided to bring to his bunk, and pick me up after rest period. Needless to say he forgot
and I was left to gather dust under his bed with an empty Snapple bottle and a formally white sock for company until the
night before visiting day when his counselor found me and returned me to the shack.
I would like to conclude this interview with a request that if you ever see me or one of my friends on the floor, PLEASE
do not kick us away, but rather pick us up and return us to the shack. (and you might get the free slush anyway)

Things Overheard In The Fridge
Mendy Finkelstein – “I’m not spaced out, I’m just counting the tiles.”
Dovid Barnetsky – “Work it!”
Yaakov Greenberg – “You don’t like wearing your glasses? (Meir/Yitzy)”
Aharon Greenberg – “Where’s the freezer?”
Shmuel Chaim Greenberg – “Where’s my cutie?”
Menachem Speigel – “He’s not a scam.”
Mayer Weiss – “I don’t need your help.”
D.J. Michaeli – “Vroom Vroom.”
Avi Greenberger – “Rabbi, what can I do for you?”
Stargelt – Yitzy Roth – “Meyer, I don’t work for you.”
Stargelt – Leiby Soskin – “Chaki, do it yourself.”
Stargelt – Sruli Batalion – “My brother Chaki…”
Chaki Batalion – “I didn’t take the danishes!”
Yechiel Szlafrok – “Where do the spoons go?”
Heshy Kroizer – “One second, I have a phone call.”
BZ Szlafrok – “OK.”
Edwin – “I see the moon.”
Sergio – “Don’t bother me. I’m bezee.”
Yossi Beinhorn – “Can I use the toaster? I paid yesterday.”
Shmuli Hirsch – “Can you hook me up with some crackers?”
Pinny Faska – “It wasn’t my minyan.”
R’ Karfiol – “It’s okay, I’m used to getting it myself.”
Y.Y. Hirsch – “PUT THAT BACK!!!!!”
Eli Schwadel – “It’s not my key.”
R’ Nussbaum – “You’re all about the $$$”
Carlos – “The Yankees won.”
The rotators wouldn’t get out of bed even if:
Faska-wasn’t busy all the time with the video and giving a learning group (oh wait..)
Hirsch-was not morbidly terrified of taking basketball in the gym (how did our league game get switched to volleyball asked the camper)
Shapiro-wasn’t perfectly color coordinated from head to toe(btw its hotter than)
Glicher-had a bottom bunk in the rotator room
Kizzy-see Captain Jack Staff
Other Kizzy-rotated another bunk for 12 days in a row
Leiberman-was signed to a 10 day contract by coach zev
Rosenberg-would rejoin masmidim
Simon-stopped being so loud ! (that’s a joke because he’s a quite guy)
Sprecher-you finally got that ride to woodbury commons(btw brooks had a sick sale on the non-iron shirts)
Zazu-didn’t do all the weird random jobs in camp that no one knows about
Lichtman-censored
Berman-got a new sweatshirt
Fred the woodchuck-stopped coming into the back of the lodge taking soda out of all 4 fridges
Aryeh Weilgus-stopped complaining about how he so badly wants to be a rotator
Kal-acts like a rotator by skipping leagues for a month surpassing the old record
Gitelis-actually a worked on shabbos
Shimshi Brecher-got fitted for the tuxedo and was only a size medium
Cocky-went on 42 trips in 2 months (thanks for all those danishes)
Avi Shilit-took the T-shirt company that he owns public (the IPO is ?)
Zev Zucker-NEL educational center moved in next door
Herby-SEMPER FI !!!
Gedalya-anounced the games on tune (d what ?)
Uri Fleishman(the counsler)-got intercamp for his bunk
Tank-actually got out of bed to give his learning group, but in haste to teach, left his shirt on his bed, go camp Waterbury
The Rav-taught Hirsch the entire English language
Lebo-didn’t be the one guy to say “ooooh” by every play
On behalf of the youth hostel in the back of the lodge, thanks for the laughs all day every day, now get out so I can sweep the floor.

In General Monsey Park
Well guys we didn't do it. We couldn't even get one lousy point. There has been much speculation as to why we
were, and as of right now while I type this article, we still have 0 points. I think it may be because we were not
scheduled even 1 sports activity. Setbacks like that may be an inkling as to why we finished in a record setting
low spot. Also none of you campers knew there was actually a team Monsey-Park this year because it was
neglected to be announced by the breakout. However, I assure you we were in fact an actual team. Kids in the
future check where you live! Staff ya'll not much better how come you weren't there by team time? You didn't
even show up to the staff volleyball game! I had to play alone! Hehe even with one man though I still beat Dani
Steins team. Well in spite of this confusion I would like to thank the head staff for everything that you've done
for me now and always with giving me the opportunity to be a general. I finally made the big show! Special
thanks to Rabbi Lichtman for my 2 favorite phrases of the summer: 1) we are looking for new talent 2) its one
big long night activity. Now is the time when I would normally thank the staff but like I said most of you flaked.
So I'll just thank those of you who were ever vigilant and stood by me. Boruch Shapiro-thanks for an incredible
song, I am sorry we didn't get a chance to sing it because we lost the flip. I still think we should flip to see if
there is a flip but that's a conversation for a different article. Um yeah who else...Oh Avi Schilit thanks for
giving me that pep talk about the huge hole in my roof, it really helped. I think now would be a nice time to
thank Lieutenant Birenbaum for your even keeled and rational approach to solving all problems that come up
throughout the course of every day life. Good for you keep it up! A parting line to my fellow generals: I didnt
appreciate that you didnt tell me when we were getting the shirts or when the skits were or even that there was a
general's meeting. Seriously not cool that you guys stole all my campers too, but whatever no hard feelings. I
hope anyone who I left out is mochel me for omiting them. Iassure you it was an oversight. Have a feste winter
zman and remember Monsey -Park may not be on the map or on the neighberhood day scoreboard, but it will
always be in out hearts.
General Shmuel/Shmuly/Shloime/Moshe Shlomo Hirsch

The meaning of Camp Agudah
By flappy:
When one thinks of camp, of what does he think about?
One usually thinks of fun, games, friendships and more. But when one thinks of camp Agudah he thinks of the
ruach, the feeling, the plays, color war, torah shows, the bunks and the trips. He thinks of the stories, the
experiences that he went through be he staff or camper. When I think of camp agudah I see rabbi kaufman,
rabbis karfoil & wolf, crafty (rabbi yarmov to some), the pool, the ropes, avi taub , herby , kal, tank gedailya and
most recently kobe. I see the dining room on shabbos and the camp during color war even the short lived tent
and the even shorter two hour circus. Even the small things like JIW the fish, who as far as I know is still alive
thanks to pinny and shmuli’s care and devotion. From morning to midnight camp agudah’s fun never stops, from
the uplifting stories of gedolim to tank and kal’s hysterical antics both on and off the stage. Camp agudah has
been an important part of my life for a couple of years now ,I even find myself humming one of yitzy bald’s
songs or an alma mater at any random time through out the year. Agudah now serves as a bond to many people
who would have never even knew existed if not for camp. I hope that it will continue to shine as a beacon for
fun , achdus and torah between people ,just as Mr. Michael Tress intended to be.

Census
1) Why did Howie leave camp?
a) Canteen prices were too expensive.
b) He was offered a job in bonim.
c) Who’s Howie?
d) He didn’t get a spot in the beis refoel parking lot
2) Why is the canteen open all day?
a) Ask AMK
b) Ask Mrs. Kaufman
c) A and B
d) So the drivers in the Bais Refoel parking lot can grab a bite before they leave.
e) Ohel Smeel
3) Why did camp give less pastrami on trips this year?
a) Veretsky stole it
b) We needed the money for the 7th grade trip to Niagara.
c) AMK sold the extra pastrami in the canteen.
d) They needed the money to repave the Bais Refoel parking lot.
4) Why did the baseball field get ruined this summer?
a) Its age caught up with it.
b) The basketball court needed repaving
c) Camp wanted to pump up the baseball field behind the pool.
d) The drivers from the Bais Refoel parking lot would park there when they were out of spots.
5) Why are there more people in the g.d.r. then in the dining room?
a) The g.d.r. has better food.
b) Everyone’s filling up soup.
c) There aren’t more people just more food.
d) The counselors don’t go to meals to protest the no parking in Bais Refoel parking lot rule.
e) To see the waiters actually work
f) To get toast
6) Who is George?
a) Kalnk’s bunny rabbit
b) Wiggles
c) No one
d)The nickname of the Bais Refoel parking lot
7) Why is Lebidke Lebo lebidek?
a) He’s not
b) He thinks he won OAR
c) He got to stay on the hill
d) He doesn’t have to pay for the Bais Refoel parking lot
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8) Why did the 7 graders go to Niagara?
a) Camp had extra money they didn’t know what do with.
b) They were supposed to go to Binghamton but the bus driver went too far.
c) To rile up the senior leaguers.
d) So none of the 7th grade counselors would park in the Bais Refoel parking lot.
9) Where are the 9th graders this year?
a) They never existed.
b) Stuck in Lake George.
c) Busy protesting.
d) Drowned in the puddles of the Bais Refoel parking lot
10) What is Eliyahu Kaufman’s job in camp?
a) You mean RABBI Eliyahu Kaufman.
b) To pump up the non existent 9th graders.
c) To try to push his way into the head staff.
d) To take up another spot in the Bais Refoel parking lot
e) To still be on the camp video
11) What is the best addition to camp this year?
a) Andre’s new friends
b) The color of the lake
d) Bais Refoel Parking lot
e) Kobe Metchik
f) R’ Feuer
12) What is Shmuli Hirsch’s job in camp?
a) In charge of the waiters
b) Pinnys assistant
c) Who’s Shmuli Hirsch
d) Model footwear
e) To head the valet parking in the Bais Refoel parking lot
13) How did this census get past the censurer?
a) Because Pinny Faska is the most powerful person in camp.
b) It didn’t
c) There was no censurer this year; budget cuts.
d) The censurer was chilling in the b.r. parking lot.
14)Why can’t counselors park in the bais refoel parking lot?
a)No reason
b) No reason
c) No reason
d) No reason.
16) Where did all the danishes go to after the trip?
a) Back of the lodge
b) Cocky Batalion
C) Rabbi Lichtman
D) The Bais Ralph parking lot

KUDOS
By J.L THE J.L
On behalf of all the lifeguards I would like to give kudos to all those who made our summer so great,
starting with Meir Frischman the beloved director. Thanks to him we were able to come to camp for free, sorry j.s’,but
believe it or not we do work hard. We thank ShopRite for their delicious pretzels, the official snack of Camp Agudah’s
lifeguards, besides Mrs.lankries scrumptious snacks, of course. We thank Gummy Bear for the awesome song and kizzy’s
$8000 beach chair for gracing us with its presence day and night. How can we forget Kizzy himself making sure that us
Lifeguards went to sleep at a decent hour even though he’s supposed to be only in charge of the j.s’and NOT Lifeguards.
On a serious note thank you to R Pearl for being the best boss a guy can ask for and to both R Pearl and R Tikotzky for
arranging the awesome trip to the Esopus River. Now to end off this kuds I would like to present the top 5 reasons why
Lifeguards rule :( to save pinny some room I’m writing it here)
5)we get to wear sunglasses
4)we’re able to daven by the smids
3)pretzels-enough said 2)BBQ at the
pool(without the night swim) babadadadada!!!!!! Are you ready for number one!
1) BEINHORN!!!!!(Seriously we ran out of ideas…nah I’m just kiddin )
Thanks for reading.

(KUDOS TO BEINHORN FOR THE GRAMMAR)

Meir – A waiting list
Rabbi K – For this to really be it
Rabbi Karfiol- 2010 Niagra 5th grade
Rabbi Wolf- Kozmo back in senior leagues
Rabbi Foyer- to be even more pumped next year
Rabbi Nussbaum- more kids in learning groups than out of
Rabbi Schillit- For authorized drivers of golf karts to buy t- shirts
Rabbi Nieman- For everyone to be in the FBSA
Rabbi Lichtman- More time in the shul
Rabbi Taub- A six minute goooood Morning
Rabbi Zucker- To say The dvar Halacha himself
Rabbi Bald- More marches more alma matters more hebrew songs moe theme songs more pirchei 12 more jep 14 thanks
Rabbi K I Z Z Y- To know which team in color war he was on
Reb Elya- to officially be on the head staff next year
Shmully Hirsh- country music in Yiddish while eating salty fish with ki-chel
Pinny Faska- for all plays to be originated from his motel back of the lodge
Herby – Parking spots for all the BJICS in camp
Aaron – Binghamton without Pritzus
Mordy – for his league team to sing anovim/ not to have his wedding on a league day
Naftuli – To find Teddy in dover LA and to make his flight back to camp
Gedalya – for every one to speak a proper l.a. English
Shimshy – Nothing, He has a “great” Bunk
Lebo – To have his own chant
Shloime – Not to be like the tziyoinim who evicted yidden in gush katif
Yosef – For the Lt. to play first base for Romimu
Ralph – To come do banners for neighborhood day

Staaf cont.
Shimshy – Nothing, He has a “great” Bunk
Lebo – To have his own chant
Shloime – Not to be like the tziyoinim who evicted yidden in gush katif
Yosef – For the Lt. to play first base for Romimu
Ralph – To come do banners for neighborhood day
Yakov – FBI agent on the B-Ball team
Chaim Fishel – To have a one man act on the broadway
Yona – WHO? Every line is so cliché so we will stop right here
Kal – See Tank
Dani – Someone to help him with Ashrei and Alieunu
Pesach – the same job in color war next year as he had this year
Meir – to be in two places at one time ( chasunah grand sing)
Hillel – to be in the same dira as chanoch and two authorized cars in camp]
Eli – To be the biggest guy on the B-Ball team (KIZZY)
Nechmia – To have his own Tisch
Shaya – To sell raffle tickets the whole year
Shauli – To start on the B-Ball team
Tuli – To not to have led the grand sing
Shlumshi – To be considered the most geshmaka counselor in camp
Chanoch – To not have to start acting in Rabbi Finkelman’s Plays
Moshe Shlomo – To lead the grand sing
Yecheil – To actually say something in the grand play
Yosef – To get a ride with hillel without asking permission
Gedalya – Torah Vodas summer camp
Kobe – To be on the mike by basketball games
Avi – For every piece of clothing to be Brooks Brothers
Chaim – To have been a rotator
Menachem Dovid – To take over Dani as “Gabbai Sheini”
Yakov – To have his second half bunk again next year
Yisroel – To actually be on the B-Ball team
Chesky- For Rabbi Shain to be Head counselor of camp Agudah
Shaya Something higher than bunk Aleph
Motty To be in charge of props on Broadway while wearing his life jacket
Jc’s
Whitman- To lead the grand sing
Areya – to get his own chart
Eliyahu – To be known as understand
Aryeh b - to be a boondock saint
Yossi - to be a rotator next year
Shlomiy - to be a boxer(thank you ari)
Ezzy- to be on time to the off day meetings
Yisroel mordechai- to have the same bunk next year
Shulem- to be the official umpire in camp
Tani- to get a hit in the baseball game
Ari- to lead zemiros and to have chanoach as a jc again
Simcha- to stay the whole summer
Nesanel-to sleep in the waiter room
Moshe gershon- to work harderand a quicker davening

